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Fourth Commencement and
Congratulating Our First
International Graduates
At the ceremony, held on February 19th, 61
Master’s degree candidates and 5 PhD
candidates threw graduation caps into the air.
The commencement was particularly significant for DGIST, because it was the first time to
award PhDs to graduates, four of whom were
international students.
They will continue their research and nurture
future science talent at various world-renowned
institutes at home and abroad in such places as
King Mongkut's University of Technology
North Bangkok, the University of Yamanashi,
Egypt National Research Center and more.
Dr. Jakkid Sanetuntikul of the Department of
Energy Systems Engineering, one of the very
first doctoral graduates of DGIST, won the
Hyeseul Excellent Thesis Award at the DGIST
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Commencement 2016. The Award, named
after Dr. Sung-Chul Shin, the founding and
former president of DGIST, was established to
recognize the outstanding academic performance of graduating students.
Over 400 people attended the Commencement
Ceremony, including Mr. Diaa Hamaad (Deputy Ambassador of Embassy to Korea, Egypt),
Vice President Hwan-Oh Lim (Daegu Bank),
President Won-sik Nam (Hae Won Industry),
graduating seniors, parents, and staff.
Since its first Master’s commencement
ceremony in 2013, DGIST produced 158
qualified sci-tech graduates (5 PhDs and 163
Master’s degrees). The institute will hold
graduation for its very first class of undergraduates in February 2018.

DGIST
U N D E R G R A D UAT E S ’
Productive Summer
in Vietnam
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▲ 2016 World Friends ICT Volunteers at ICT College, Cantho University

World Friends ICT Volunteers

Sharing ICT
knowledge and
exchanging
culture
8

GIST undergraduate students
have successfully wrapped up
their time as global ICT (Information and Communication
Technology) volunteers after four weeks in
Vietnam. They returned to campus on
August 15th, 2016.
In collaboration with the National Information Society Agency (NIA), the DGIST ICT
volunteering program was designed to
reduce the global information gap between
countries and nurture global leaders by
pursuing contribution and care, two of the
3C educational philosophies that DGIST
aims to cultivate in students.
For the 2016 program, 20 DGIST undergraduates participated in sharing their ICT
knowledge and culture with Vietnamese
students from June 30th to Aug 15th. The
volunteers were divided into two groups to
carry out their programs: 16 students at ICT
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College at Can Tho University and 4
students at ITPlus Academy at Vietnam
National University.
At the two institutions, DGIST students
provide training courses of programming
languages, Photoshop, and video editing
necessary for mid-level multimedia production. Upon completion of the training courses, the Vietnamese students delivered group
presentations.
Nguyen Khánh Vu, a Can Tho University
undergraduate, said, “I am very glad to have
such a good opportunity to learn Python so
easily through this programming language
course. I am looking forward to working on
team projects with DGIST students.”
DGIST students also take part in various
cultural exchange activities in Vietnam.
They introduced Korean traditional culture
to Vietnamese students while making
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Korean traditional crafts and singing K-pop
songs with Vietnamese students. They also
cooked and shared Korean food with the
locals.
Hyong-Woo Lee, a DGIST undergraduate,
said, “I feel very fortunate to have such
wonderful opportunity to share my knowledge with others and help them learn
programming language easily, especially in
Vietnam. I think this volunteering service
helped all the participants grow.”
International Affairs Team at DGIST
mentioned, “This volunteering participation
will serve as an opportunity to experience
contribution and care. We hope our students
will foster global leadership as well as understand cultural diversity through this
program.”
9

Figure 1 DGIST United Team consisting of 9 students from the University
of Cambridge, DGIST, ETH Zurich, Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology, the University of Melbourne, and MIT competes at the 14km
Mixed Eight (8+) race for the United Team Competition.
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Summer Splashes

World’s
Young
Intellectuals
Cross the
Nakdong
River
All team sports require teamwork, but
rowing teams need especially great
teamwork. Everyone and everything has to
be exactly in sync; care and consideration for
other team members are essential. To achieve
this, DGIST students have been encouraged
to learn rowing to foster care and leadership,
which are part of our 3C educational
philosophy—Creativity, Contribution, and
Care—and 3 educational focuses—Convergence, Leadership, and Entrepreneurship.
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For seven days from August 22nd, DGIST
World-class University Rowing Festival 2016
took place on Nakdong River and in representative sites across the city. More than 80 students
and officials from some of the most prestigious
universities, such as the University of Cambridge
(United Kingdom), ETH Zürich (Switzerland),
the Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology (Hong Kong), the University of
Melbourne (Australia), MIT (United States), and
DGIST (Korea), came to Korea for the event.
Young intellectuals came together as one through

We will listen equally to all team
members irrespective of age, sex,
race, or experience. We endeavor
to promote tolerance and respect of
diversity. We commit to bettering
ourselves through self-reflection.

Campus Tour
Opening Ceremony
Street Rowing Competition at
Dongseongro Street, Daegu Downtown

12
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ETH Zürich rowing team competes
in the street rowing competition,
intercollegiate ergometer race.

the sport of rowing, transcending their gender,
nationality, race, and culture, and participated in a
vibrant exchange of academic knowledge and
culture.
The festival kicked off with the opening ceremony on August 23rd at Dongseongro Street in
downtown Daegu.
The street rowing competition followed the
opening ceremony. It was a 500 m individual race
and 1,000 m relay race on dozens of rowing
machines, ergometer. The festival was invigorated by the active participation of Daegu’s citizens.
They encouraged the students from the various

countries and had fun learning to row and race at
the street rowing competition events prior to the
ceremony.
On the second day, an intercollegiate coxed four
competition (4+, 1km) and a mixed-eight competition (8+, 1km) were held at DGIST Nakdong
rowing venue.
During the Festival, the World’s Best Brain Quiz
Competition and a student forum was held. At the
student forum, students discussed global leader13
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▲ United Team Competition 1st Place Winner: ETH Zürich United Team

During the student forum, Stephanie Priestley,
a cox of Melbourne University, presents her
opinion on what global leadership is.
Director Christian Schneider from the Embassy
of Switzerland is delivering a keynote speech at
student forum under a theme "Global Leadership
& Social Responsibility - Perspective from
Switzerland."
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ship and social responsibility. Students made the
statement, “We will listen equally to all team
members irrespective of age, sex, race, or experience. We endeavor to promote tolerance and
respect of diversity. We commit to bettering
ourselves through self-reflection.” They pledged
to grow as 21st century leaders of science and
technology. Furthermore, participants went on a
tour of Daegu, Dalseong-gun, and the DGIST
Research Center.
On the last day of the official program, a 14 km
team water marathon was held, the highlight of
the whole festival. The team race has received
much attention for its unique way of setting up
the match. The young rowers that represented
each university randomly formed new teams,
transcending the bounds of their nationality, race,
school, and gender. Each team consisted of
various university students to cultivate true
sportsmanship and a global mindset through
cooperation. Although the united team members
met each other on the first day of the festival and
had only three days to practice, they showed
outstanding teamwork and skill during the race.
For the 14 km team competition, ETH Zürich
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won first place, the University of Cambridge
placed second, and the Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology won third place.
“Throughout the festival, students built global
leadership skills and DGIST promoted its spirit
of cooperation and consideration,” said the former
DGIST president Sung-Chul Shin, “I would like
to express appreciation to Dalseong-gun and the
city of Daegu for their support and encouragement for DGIST at this event to build creativity,
physical strength, communication skills, and
consideration.”

Program at a glance
August 23 (Tue)
Opening Ceremony
Street Rowing Competition (Ergometer Race)
City Tour

August 24 (Wed)
Intercollegiate Competition lkm (Men's 4+, Women's 4+)

August 25 (Thu)
Outdoor Practice for United Team Competition
DGIST Campus Tour
World Best Brain Quiz Competition

August 26 (Fri)
Outdoor Practice for United Team Competition
World-class University Student Forum :
Global Leadership and Social Responsibility

August 27 (Sat)
United Team Competition 14km (Mixed Eight, 8+)
Farewell Banquet
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DGIF 2016,

Breakthroughs in
AI Innovation

DGIST held its annual international conference, the DGIST Global
Innovation Festival 2016 (DGIF 2016), on December 1st-2nd.

16
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theme of "Intelligence."

domestic and international experts
gathered to share technology and

At the plenary session, Professor Mu-ming Poo

opinions under the theme "intelli-

from UC Berkeley’s Institute of Neuroscience

1,700

gave a lecture entitled "Brain Plasticity from

international scholars, researchers,

gence."

Approximately

Synapse to Cognition," based on his research and

and students from 10 countries,

the history of neuroscience. Professor Mu-ming

including the United States, the United Kingdom,

Poo introduced various experiments, such as

Japan, China, and France, attended to share the

studies on frog brain development, tadpole visual

latest science and technology trends and discuss

neural networks, and fear conditioning in mice to

the direction of future developments. Many

discuss electrical stimulation training. Electrical

programs, like keynote lectures, panel discus-

stimulation training of the neural network can

sions, sessions for different majors, and poster

explain the phenomenon of brain plasticity, in

sessions, were organized to go along with the

which the entire neural network can be
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understood through neural stimulation. In addition,

Nagoya Institute of Technology, and Professor

he explained the Three Functions of Cognition:

Xiaogang Wang of the Chinese University of

cognition of external phenomena, self-awareness,

Hong Kong discussed the present and future of

and language cognition. He also discussed experi-

artificial intelligence.

ments that observed monkeys reacting to mirrors to
more easily understand how animals perceive
themselves. Dr. Mu-ming Poo stated,
"Now, research on language will pass beyond the
scope of human science, and it will be researched
in the aspect of neurobiology.”
On the second day, Bin Yu, Professor at UC
Berkeley stood as the plenary speaker, giving a
speech on "Three Principles for Data Science:

The panel talked about the development

Predictability, Stability, and Computability" and

possibilities of big data and the necessity of

explained the necessity of data science, the

convergence education to break the boundaries

sharing of neuroscience and deep learning, and

of academic fields and strengthen humanity’s

the success factors of machine learning. Profes-

critical thinking, ability to adapt and change the

sor Bin Yu introduced two projects that combined

environment, and intrinsic knowledge, which

the three principles: An experiment in which the

cannot be expressed through empirical knowl-

brain reproduces movie scenes and a study of

edge.

how artificial neurons respond to real V4
neurons.

Professor Takeuchi from the Nagoya Institute of
Technology said, "Communication and interac-

In the panel discussion, “Human Intelligence &

tions between people will continue to decrease,

Artificial intelligence,” with Professor Park

but it will increase between people and robots.”

Sang-Chul (DGIST Well-aging Research Center)

Professor Ullman of Georgetown University

as a moderator, Professor Mu-ming Poo, Profes-

said, "When AI gain intentionality, conscious-

sor Bin Yu, Professor Michael Ullman of George-

ness, and other unintended functions, incidents

town University, Professor Ichiro Takeuchi of the

like the film Terminator can happen." He added,
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"We have to be aware and be alert about the direction of AI
development."

PLENARY SPEECHES

Professor Mu-ming Poo said, "We need to improve the efficiency
and simplification of the entire system, including software and
hardware. We need a breakthrough beyond machine learning
algorithms." He added that "Although many people were worried
that nuclear technology would bring about the end of humanity, it
did not happen, but rather improved the quality of our lives, as if
humankind had acted wisely through an ethical approach to

“Brain Plasticity from Synapse
to Cognition”
Mu-ming Poo
Professor
UC Berkeley/lnstitute of Neuroscience

science and technology. AI will improve the quality of our lives in
the same context."
Along with the panel discussions, sessions were prepared on the
themes of spintronics, rehabilitation robots, and brain plasticity
from synapse to cognition. In the poster session, 158 graduate
Dartmouth University, Imperial University, Kyoto University,

“Three Principles for Data Science:
predictability,
Stability and Computability”
Bin Yu

DGIST, and Seoul National University exchanged opinions on

Professor
UC Berkeley

students and postdoctoral researchers, from universities such as

their research.
In addition, the Convergence Research Institute and 9 research
centers operated booths and sessions that introduce innovative
undergraduate education curriculum that included DGIST convergence education and research philosophy.

DGIF 2016,
Breakthroughs in
AI Innovation

“

The founding president Sung-Chul Shin said, "DGIF will grow
into a conference that opens up new horizon of convergence
technology." And he added that, “DGIST plans to promote
international joint research to lead the 4th industrial
revolution era through convergence science & technology to furthermore establish a research network for
scientists.”

Communication and
interactions between
people will continue to
decrease, but it will increase
between people and robots.

”
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Young Entrepreneurs
and New Start-ups
Flourish at DGIST
On February 17th 2016, 20 DGIST students successfully completed the Management of Innovation
(MOI) program.
The MOI program, first launched in March 2015, aims to foster young entrepreneurs who are developing their own businesses. It offers corporate management courses to Start-up Executive Course
students. The courses include venture management, R&D management, innovation finance, and law
education related to tech ventures. During the one-year program, students enjoyed various opportunities, including internships at top tech firms, lectures in Silicon Valley, and participation in a business
planning competition.

A total of 20 successful graduates launched 6 start-ups after
receiving an investment of approximately 390 million won.
Also, they applied for 11 intellectual property rights, including domestic and foreign patents and
trademarks. Among students who completed the program, President Jong-hyon Oh of Eduspace attracted 180 million won of investment for his education app which used OMR recognition. Selected as the
2016 EBS New Growth Business Partner, Eduspace is expected to become a leader in the education
market. “This program teaches students how to establish their own plans and strategies for technological innovation. We believe we can nurture high-caliber start-up leaders by cultivating the determined
spirit of entrepreneurship,” said Professor Kong-Rae Lee of the MOI program. “We will strive to create
a world-class start-up course for future CEOs who want to start tech companies.”

DGIST Undergraduates
Win Alkkago Challenge
The Alkkago Challenge, an artificial intelligence Alkkagi (stone
shooter game) competition, was held on November 4th 2016.
Co-hosted by DGIST CLE (Convergence Education, Leadership
Education, and Entrepreneurship Education) and non-profit
programming education organization LIKE LION, the challenge
aimed to facilitate the development of AI and data-based
20
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business items, as well as to provide a start-up network for students.
Twelve teams from six universities, including DGIST, Seoul National University, KAIST, and
POSTECH, participated in the AI game competition with their own algorithm. The DGIST undergraduate team won the championship, beating last year’s winners Seoul National University in the final.
The competition comprised of various events, including “Let’s Beat Lee Doo Hee,” in which
participants competed against former renowned hacker and LIKE LION representative Lee, and
raffle events.
Hwang Yoon-Kyung, Director at CLE, said: "Coding skills are becoming increasingly essential
for starting up science and technology-based businesses. It also creates new value in the 21st
century. Through this competition, we will be able to improve our programming skills and hope
many students will share their ideas and experiences with start-ups.”

The Brave Ones Program Recognized by
Ministry for Innovative Start-up Education
On May 19th 2016, Director Yun-kyung Hwang of DGIST
Center for Technology Incubation and Development of
Entrepreneurs was presented with the Award for Excellence in
Technology Commercialization by the Ministry of Science, ICT,
and Future Planning (MSIP). She was recognized for the design
and management of The Brave Ones program, which nurtures
innovative technology-based ventures.
According to Director Hwang, The Brave Ones program is
named in the hope of nurturing young talents brave enough to
start their own businesses. As an entrepreneurship education
scheme, The Brave Ones program provides diverse learning
opportunities and entrepreneurial skills to DGIST students
through business proposal writing classes, a mentoring program, and business networking events.
The program includes The Camp of Brave Ones (hands-on start-up education and networking),
The War of Brave Ones (a start-up competition), and The Brave Ones’ Gallery (an exhibition of
start-up ideas).
“Start-ups are not just about starting a new business, but rather creating new values,” Director
Hwang said. “DGIST will strive to offer a diverse science and technology-based start-up curriculum and help students realize their dreams.”
21
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LESSON FROM
T H E P L A N T:
H O W TO AG E W E L L
A special interview with DGIST Fellow, Dr. Hong Gil Nam
In the fall of 1989, the hillside of Toham Mountain in Kyongju changed from green to
yellow. DGIST Fellow Hong Gil Nam, then professor of life sciences at POSTECH,
recalls, “Looking at the yellow-colored mountain, I was wondering how those beautiful,
autumn leaves adjusted; and that’s what inspired me to pursue a research career
in the area, plant aging.”

The Better the Aging, the Better the Living:
Life Cycle of Plant
He arrived at the research theme of “aging” from
those yellowing autumn leaves. When autumn is
near, the foliage changes to autumn hues. The
autumn shades are the result of a scheduled aging
process that reserves the nutrition dissolved from
the leaves in the root or stem. In other words,
aging well refers to the well-reserved nutrition
used in the budding a new leaf next year. “Aging
is to follow the due course of life,” Dr. Nam
explained. The aging of plants seems to be a very
critical evolutionary strategy plants have
acquired and it is very crucial to age well at the
right time. Therefore, Dr. Nam thought that the
aging of plants is regulated by genes and focused
on plant aging regulation methods.

The research topic was clearly fixed, but doing
research in the field was more difficult than
expected. Since only a few scholars in the world
have researched plant aging, there were very few
published references. However, Dr. Nam continued his research with a spirit for challenge. “The
process was challenging, but I was excited and
proud to be one of the first to work in this field. I
was also grateful to have students who followed
me with trust and confidence, in my ideas.”
Years later, his research results rewarded those
who supported him. Eight years after he started
his research, he became the first in the world to
discover the gene that regulates plant aging.
25
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Afterward, he became an astronomer, publishing
research yearly for renowned scientific journals,
including Science, Cell, and Nature. Called a
pioneer of plant aging gene research, he was
honored to be appointed as one of Korea’s
National Scientists as well as chair professor at
POSTECH.
In 2012, he made another transition in his research
career. He moved to DGIST from POSTECH,
where he had dedicated himself to the research and
education for more than two decades.

A New Challenge,
Everything Is Ready
“I thought I had achieved a lot in my research and career; however, I didn’t want to be satisfied
with it as it was. I wanted to be inspired to do something challenging once again and I was
looking for a new momentum. At that time, Dr. Sung-Chul Shin, the founding and the second
president of DGIST, proposed that we work together at DGIST,” he added. Starting at DGIST,
Dr. Nam was also appointed the director of the Center for Plant Aging Research at the Institute
for Basic Science (IBS).
In the four years since he started at DGIST, everything is geared toward his new research. He
now has a world-class lab at his disposal to conduct gene analyses and grow plants. He has also
assembled research teams to compare the aging of animals with that of plants.
“I feel like I just started the research and it has all just been practice until now. I think I have
come to understand a little bit of what science is and how I can help students. I will do my
utmost to help each and every student do their own research, rather than just following a
leader’s research instruction.”
When asked what advice he would give to young scientists, his answer was “adventure.” He
said he would like to tell them to be more adventurous. “Science is an adventure in exploring
nature. Without an adventurous mind, the exploration will definitely fail. The global competitiveness of science comes from an adventurous mindset. If you want to make your own path,
you should go in a direction never taken before.”
26
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Convergence Recipe:
Undeclared Major for a Solid Background in Science
DGIST recruited its first freshman class in 2013. Although most third years tend to part ways with one
another once they immerse themselves in their respective majors, the third-year students at DGIST still
study together. In fact, they are not expected to choose a major at all. Thus, DGIST has no departments
or majors in its undergraduate curriculum in order to better facilitate multidisciplinary education.
DGIST holds true to its educational philosophy that the barriers between departments and majors
obstruct multidisciplinary education. Dr. Nam said that, “The main reason I moved to DGIST is to take
a new stand on multidisciplinary education. I believe that the new education system at
DGIST will also pave a new way for creating a resounding research environment.”

The original version of this article appears in Donga Science, Volume August 2016.
By: Song Jun Seop
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Do You Want
to Be Like Alice
in Wonderland?
A special interview with
DGIST President, Dr. Sang Hyuk Son
In 2006, researchers at the US National Science Foundation (NSF) gathered
to discuss the challenges that need to be addressed for the future. In the
field of computer science, NSF researchers chose Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPS) as one of the critical challenges in science and technology.
According to DGIST President, Dr. Sang Hyuk Son, cyber physical systems
have gained research traction in the US in the wake of the 2006 NSF
gathering. The concept of CPS is more expansive than the Internet of Things
(IoT), which connects the real world to the cyber world. IoT is moved as
ordered by humans; however CPS is more active and autonomous.

28
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Bigger Authority, Cozier Life
For an object to make its own decisions, it is critical for it to
comprehend its own physical characteristics very precisely.
For instance, existing robot cleaner’s clean designated areas
at the owner’s command. However, CPS-based robot cleaners
would think for itself about the cleaning order and consider
the characteristics of the area and obstacles, if any. Therefore,
it is important for CPS devices to recognize the physical
characteristics of the real world.
Dr. Son focuses on smart vehicles and smart homes. Smart
vehicles are expected to make safer and more efficient
decisions than humans while communicating with vehicles
via infrared technology. For instance, Mercedes Benz
conducted an auto vehicle test with 20 cargo trucks in 2014.
Cargo trucks consume more fuel than ordinary vehicles when
changing speed. When decreasing the distance between the
cargo trucks by 1 m while driving a smart vehicle at high
speeds, fuel consumption can be reduced by 10%. Dr. Son
said that he dreams of making vehicles drive safer and faster
at intersections without any traffic signals.
The scope of smart homes is more expansive. We are already living in a house full of
sensor sets. Using a sensor to comprehend a user’s eating habits and sleeping hours,
we can develop a smart home customized for the user’s lifestyle. We can also add
sensors that monitor the user’s health around the clock. He added, “Like Alice in
Wonderland, sooner or later we will living in a world where an object speak to us like
magic.”

Great Power, Great Liability
With great power comes the issue of liability. Someone who
has a grudge against you could hack your smart home while
you’re out and turn on the air conditioner all day. Next
month, you could be bombarded with a ridiculously high
electricity bill. Who will be held liable for this?
29
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DGIST Research Center for Resilient Cyber Physical Systems
is engaged in diverse research activities to respond to these
issues. In order to block malicious hacking attempts, it is
critical to quickly sense outside signals. If there was a system
to detect the unusual air conditioning activity when the owner
is out, the owner won’t receive such an expensive bill if someone hacks their system.
Even if something happens to the CPS, it might require
minimal work. For instance, it would cause a larger traffic
accident if you stopped driving at high speeds when encountering a problem. In this case, it needs a reliable system
enabling it to restore the malfunctioned system to ensure
safety with minimal work.
“There can’t be a 100% high-confidence system no matter how hard scientists try. In
addition, ethical issues will be something we should carefully consider. Society at
large, as well as scientists, should put our heads together to apply CPS into our daily
lives properly.”
Dr. Son worked on his research career in the US for over three
decades. DGIST’s wholehearted support and his personal
hope to contribute to his homeland moved him to start his
research career over at DGIST. He said his network in the US
is very useful in his work here. The Research Center for
Resilient Cyber Physical Systems is working in collaboration
with eight research teams around the world, including Michigan University, Carnegie Mellon University, and KTH in
Sweden. Their collaboration allows graduate students and
researchers to share research equipment and data while
visiting their respective labs.

The original version of this article appeared in Donga Science,
Volume September 2016.
By: Song Jun Seop
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Professor Sang Hyuk Son Appointed
As Third DGIST President
DGIST Board of Trustees has appointed Professor

related to these subjects.

Son Sang Hyuk as the institute’s third president.

President Son has outlined the pursuit of research

In a statement, the board said: “Professor Son has

excellence, fostering talented students and staff,

excellent vision and leadership. He also has a

and contributing to industrial development as

thorough understanding of DGIST's philosophy of

three key strategies to carry out DGIST’s mission

the convergence between education and research,

and vision. In order to pursue research excellence,

as he has worked through several major positions

President Son proposes the selection and concen-

at DGIST. Therefore, we agreed that he is the best

tration of key research fields, promotion and

person to lead DGIST as the third president.”

strengthening of research cooperation with leading

The government approved the Board of Trustee’s

international institutes and universities, and the

appointment and President Son took office on

introduction of a qualitative research evaluation

March 1st, 2017.

system.

President Son is a world-renowned scholar in the

To foster talent, he emphasized succession, as well

field of information and technology, which is

as the development of an innovative convergence

essential in leading the Fourth Industrial Revolu-

education system, closer educational links between

tion. He received a B.S. degree in electronics

undergraduate and graduate schools, and stronger

engineering from Seoul National University, an

support for outstanding students. President Son

M.S. degree from the Korea Advanced Institute of

also highlighted the potential for university-indus-

Science and Technology, and a Ph.D. in computer

try cooperation by adopting a variety of systems to

science from the University of Maryland. After

contribute to industrial development.

gaining his Ph.D., President Son taught and

In addition to his other awards and accolades,

conducted research at the University of Virginia for

President Son is a Fellow of the Institute of Electric

26 years.

and Electronics Engineers, the Korean Academy of

In 2012, he accepted a fellowship position at

Science and Technology, and a

DGIST, the highest honor DGIST bestows on

Foreign Member of the

world-distinguished scholars. Since joining DGIST,

National Academy of

President Son has served in various executive

Engineering of Korea.

posts: The Department Chair of Information and
Communication Engineering, the Dean of Academ-

For more details about

ic Affairs, the Director of the Cyber Physical Systems

President Son, scan this

Global Center, and the Dean of the Graduate School.

QR code.

President Son’s research interests include cyber
physical systems, real-time and embedded systems,
database and data services, and wireless sensor
networks. He has written and co-authored over
300 papers and edited or authored four books
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New Mechanism of Micro
RNA Determined
Opened up new possibilities to control
aging in neural tissues
he importance of the seahorse-shaped
hippocampus is already known as a
key component of human brains due
to its role in memory formation. The existence
of various kinds of micro RNAs1 in neurons,
the nerve cells, has also long been known.
However, most hippocampus-related research
has focused on the effect of disease on the
hippocampus as it is particularly vulnerable to
neurological disorders in old age such as
Alzheimer’s disease. This resulted in a lack of
information and discoveries about the natural
progressive aging mechanism of hippocampal
tissues.
Our brains change over time. “Hippocampal
synaptic function and plasticity deteriorate
with age, often resulting in learning and
memory deficits,” said Dr. Kee-tae Kim of
DGIST’s Department of New Biology in a
research paper a). A research team led by Dr.
Kim in collaboration with the Center for Plant
Aging Research at the Institute for Basic
Science, examined whether miRNAs2 may be
involved in the age-related malfunction of
hippocampus tissue.
They proved that the increase of Micro
RNA-204 (miR-204) in the hippocampus of
the brain, a central neural tissue affecting
34

memory, causes the protein EphB2 to decay.
This decay reduces the speed of neurotransmission by disrupting the production of the
neuron surface of the N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptor.
Dr. Kim’s team also proved that miR-204
accelerates the aging of neurons by triggering
the increased protein production of p16, a key
aging marker. As the human body’s cognitive
ability degenerates with age, the surge of
senile neurological diseases deteriorates the
quality of life significantly, bringing about
serious social and economic implications. For
this reason, Dr. Kim said he wanted to do
fundamental research on the decrease of
cognitive function during the aging process.
As it is well known that cognitive function is
significantly influenced by the controlling
element of a neurotransmitter, most research
1
RNA (Ribonucleic acid): DNA carries all the genetic
information required for cells. The flow of genetic
information in a cell goes from DNA through mRNA
(messenger RNA). In other words, RNA is the DNA
photocopy of the cell. The tRNA (transfer RNA)
delivers amino acids to the ribosome, where rRNA
(ribosomal RNA) then links amino acids together to
form proteins.
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had focused on the actual function of the
neurotransmitter gene. Meanwhile, relatively
little research had been conducted on the
mutual relations between a neurotransmission
gene and micro RNA.
Dr. Kim’s team conducted research on the
normal aging process of the hippocampal
tissue of the brain, a critical aspect of memory
and learning capability, by separating the
tissues from young and old mice and comparing and analyzing the amount of micro RNAs
which were produced.
The team concluded that micro RNA-204
(miR-204), a type of micro RNA with
increased production in the hippocampus of
old mice, reduces the amount of the protein
EphB2, a key element of neurotransmitter
control, and inhibits the production of the
neuro surface of NMDA, a critical aspect of
cognitive function, resulting in the significant
decrease of neurotransmission speed.
This research result implicates that with the
aging of the hippocampus in the brain, the
increase of miR-204 decays cognitive
functions as well as neutrality. In addition,
they also proved that miR-204 induces the
production of the p16 protein, a known key

aging marker, and expedites neuron aging.
Dr. Kim said his research is significant in
proving the important role of micro RNA in
the aging of hippocampal neurons. Through
regulating the production of micro RNA-204,
it paves the way for potential new treatments
for Alzheimer’s disease, as well as the
recuperation of senile memory loss.
This research result was published in the
online edition of the prestigious academic
journal Aging Cell on January 22nd 2016.

2
microRNA (miRNA): Small RNAs function in
post-transcriptional* regulation of gene expression
through complementary binding with RNA.
* Transcription: The first step of gene expression, in
which a particular segment of DNA—genetic
information—is copied into RNA, especially mRNA.

a) Mohammed CP, Rhee H, Phee BK, Kim K, Kim HJ et
al., April 2016, Aging Cell, Volume 15, pages 380-388.
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ORIGINAL
CONCEPT OF
P E TA H E RT Z
DIODE
DEVELOPED
DGIST Professor
Jae-dong Lee of the Department of
Emerging Materials Science and his
research team developed an original quantum-mechanical concept for an ultra-high
speed PHz electric diode using wave
properties of light. His concept resulted in a
new theoretical model for Petahertz (PHz)1
non-conductor electronics, which are a
million times faster than existing Gigahertz
(GHz) semiconductor electronics.
Professor Lee conducted his research with
Dr. Won Seok Yun of DGIST’s Department
36

of Emerging Materials Science, and Professor Noejung Park of UNIST’s School of
Natural Science and Low-Dimensional
Carbon Materials Center.
Optical-field-induced current in dielectrics
follows electric field oscillation of PHz
time-scale, and is driven by strong few-cycle laser pulses on non-conductor electronics. The new model enables the development of an ultra-high speed clock which is
a million times faster than existing GHz
semiconductors.

Figure 1 Petahertz diode consisting of heterojunction of two different dielectrics in the
left (L) and right (R) sides: LHM and LEM non-conductors
The heterojunction is the interface that occurs between two layers or regions of dissimilar
semiconductor materials. A dielectric with the low hole mass (LHM) is assumed to be in
the left side and the other with the low electron mass (LEM) in the right side. Effective
conduction and valence bands shift according to an oscillation of the optical fields.

Before the study, research had yet to be
conducted on the use of PHz electricity in
diodes within mobile non-conductors for
information delivery and signal processing.
Professor Lee’s research team developed an
advanced concept for an electric diode,
composed of a low hole mass (LHM) non-conductor and a low electron mass (LEM)
non-conductor, similar to the heterojunction
of P-type and N-type semiconductors.
As a result, Professor Lee found out that
ultra-high speed PHz electronics enables an
LHM-LEM electric diode to perform
information delivery and signal processing.

Based on this discovery, Professor Lee
became the very first person to suggest an
original quantum-mechanical concept.
“The achievement is the very first original
research which enables ultra-high speed
PHz non-electronics,” said Professor Lee.
“We expect to make ground-breaking
developments in IT to improve devices such
as computers, smartphones, and displays.”
On February 3rd 2016, Professor Lee’s
achievement was published online on
Physical Review Letters, the world-leading
physics journal published by American
Physical Society.

1
Petahertz (PHz): 1PHz = 1015Hz. Hertz is the unit of
frequency and is defined as one cycle per second.
Gigahertz is 109Hz and PHz is 1,000,000 times faster
than GHz. Intel’s most recent core processor has a
speed of approximately 4.0 GHz.
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A New Vertebrate
Model for
Aging Research
Killifish Aging Mechanism Proven to be
Similar to That of Humans

“Human ageing is a fundamental biological
process that leads to functional decay, increased
risk for various diseases and, ultimately, death. Some
of the basic biological mechanisms underlying human
ageing are shared with other organisms; thus, animal
models have been invaluable in providing key
mechanistic and molecular insights into the
common bases of biological ageing a) .”

A cover image of Disease Models & Mechanisms Volume 9, February 2016
- Copyright. The Company of Biologists
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A DGIST research team has suggested the African turquoise
killifish, which ages similarly to humans, as a new animal
model for aging research.
DGIST Researcher Yu-Mi Kim and Fellow
Hong-Gil Nam of the Department of New
Biology proved that the African turquoise
killifish is a suitable model for molecular
and genetic aging research. They conducted the research in collaboration with the
Aging Biology research team from Max
Planck Institute, Germany.

Identifying a vertebrate model genetically
similar to humans was the goal of the
research team. Comparing the life cycle of
killifish (2-3 months) with that of zebrafish (9-10 months) and mice (2-3 years),
they proved that turquoise killifish are a
relatively suitable research model among
vertebrates.
Figure 1 Captive strains of
the turquoise killifish.
Commonly used laboratory strains of the
turquoise killifish: the short-lived strain (left;
GRZ, yellow-tailed male fish) and long-lived
strain (right; MZM-0403, red-tailed male fish).

Figure 2 The life cycle of the
turquoise killifish.
Turquoise killifish life cycle (the time scale is
based on the short-lived laboratory strain).
Embryos can enter normal development or a
developmentally arrested state called
diapause, which lasts from a few weeks to
several months and protects killifish during
the dry season in the wild. Diapause consists
of three different stages called diapause I, II
and III. During the wet season in the wild –
and in laboratory conditions – hatched fry
fully develop within 3-4 weeks and start
spawning. Male fish are larger than females
and have colorful fins and body, whereas the
female fish are dull. Upon ageing (‘old’), fish
lose body color, fin structure deteriorates and
the spine becomes bent. The age for young,
young adult and old fish is indicated in weeks.

a) Yumi Kim, Hong Gil Nam, Dario Riccardo Valenzano. “The Short-lived African turquoise killifish: an emerging
experimental model for ageing.” Disease Models & Mechanisms, September 2016, p 115-129
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the process of aging, human vital function gradually
declines and the risk of contracting diseases increases,
ultimately resulting in death. As human aging mechanisms can often be understood in the same context of
other organisms, conducting research on animals can give a general
idea for understanding the process of aging in humans.
Currently, common models for aging research include yeast, flies, Caenorhabditis elegans
(C elegans), and zebrafish. Research using invertebrates has been advantageous for making
the research procedure straightforward. However, invertebrates’ evolutionary processes

Figure 3 Side-by-side comparison of timing of transgenic line generation
using genetic manupulations in the turquoise killifish, zebrafish and mouse.
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are very different from that of humans. Vertebrates such as
zebra fish and mice are unsuitable research models as well
due to their long life cycles, despite their similar evolutionary
relationship with humans.
The research teams, led by DGIST and Max Planck
Institute, aimed to prove that turquoise killifish overcomes
the existing deficits of animal models. According to the
research teams,

the new model not only exhibits various signs of aging
during a short life span, but also makes it easier to
research the mechanism of molecular genetics.
In addition, the research team proved the high efficacy of using the new
animal model, turquoise killifish, by comparatively analyzing existing
animal models of aging research.

Turquoise killifish’s aging process is similar to
humans, which is signaled through changes to
body hair, skin pigment, and eyesight. In
addition, aging features of the fish’s body are
also easily observed, so that the new model is
prone to easily induce and select mutation. For
these reasons, the research team eventually
concluded that the turquoise killifish is well
qualified for being a new suitable animal model.
“The research is significant in suggesting turquoise killifish as a new animal model
suitable for molecular and genetic mechanism of aging research,” said Researcher Kim,
“The finding raised the possibility of simpler and improved result of aging research.”
The research result was published in the online edition of the prestigious academic
journal Disease Models & Mechanism on February 1st 2016, and was selected as the
cover paper for the February edition of the journal.
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New Material Nano-technology
Developed to Boost Light
Absorption Efficiency
DGIST Professor Chang-Hee Cho of the Department of Emerging Materials Science and his
research team developed a material design technology to regulate light within the broad light
energy scope, as well as to obtain high light absorption efficiency. For this new technology,
Professor Cho designed the nanostructure’s array of semiconductor silicon materials jointly
with DGIST Researcher Sung-Ho Baek of the Nano and Energy Research Division.

pplying a periodic nanostructure to semiconducting
materials helps let in more light and triggers multiple
resonances, according to Professor Cho and
Researcher Baek. Their research result significantly improves
the intrinsic light absorption efficiency of materials.
To date, the semiconducting nanostructure has carried a narrow light energy band which
influences the light absorption efficiency. However, the research team proved that the fabricated
semiconductor nanowire arrays can regulate and enhance broadband absorption.

a

b

Figure 1
a) A diameter-modulated silicon
nanowire array to enhance the
optical absorption across broad
spectral range.
b) Transferred nanowire arrays
embedded in the transparent
polymer films.
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Figure 2 Optical absorption spectra
of the bent silicon nanowire arrays
measured for a bending condition with
a curvature radius of 5.125 mm.
The spectra of the flat arrays are also
shown for comparison. In comparison
with the spectrum of the cylindrical
nanowire array, the optical absorption of
the diameter-modulated nanowire array
is enhanced by 24.2% on average for
spectral wavelengths from 420 to 900nm.

The research result suggests that light
absorption efficiency, known as an intrinsic
character of materials, can be regulated as
much as is desired. In addition, the result
also suggests that it will be possible to
develop various optoelectronic devices that
carry new functions.
Light absorption controlling technology can be applied to
various areas, such as the development of semiconductor-based photoelectric devices, high performance light
sensors, and high efficiency solar cell technology.
“The significance of the research lies in proving an innovative
research idea that successfully leads to an active regulation of
the nature of optical absorption of a material,” said Professor
Cho. Using the new technology, we expect to provide new
clues for the development of highly sensitive light sensors and
highly efficient solar cell devices.
The result was published in the online edition of the prestigious international academic journal of material sciences
Advanced Materials on April 6th 2016, and was selected as the
cover paper for the April edition of the journal.

A cover image of Advanced
Materials Volume 28, April
2016
- Copyright. Wiley-VCH
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t was widely believed that the
world-class Go champion Lee Se-dol
would beat Google DeepMind’s
Go-playing AI, AlphaGo, hands down;
however, AlphaGo defeated Lee three games
in a row, leaving humanity in shock. The
shock naturally led to a growing interest in AI
and its core technologies, such as supercomputing technology. Even now, almost a year
after the match, people’s interest shows no
signs of slowing down.
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D G I S T E X P E RT S ’
SOME THOUGHTS ON AI
AI and our Future:
The second and third AI shocks are coming
By ICT Expert, Professor Min-Soo Kim
What is AI? How will our lives change
through AI? Would the legendary match be
the last surprise AI brings? Professor Kim
says it was only the first AI shock. “It won’t
be too long before the second and third shocks
shake society. I reckon that the second and
third AI shocks will occur in fields more
complicated, more applicable in our daily
lives.”
Professor Kim points out self-driving vehicle
as one example of the second AI shock.
“Beyond a simple driverless vehicle, an
AI-equipped racing car could challenge
humans at an F1 racing competition. Such a
competition will be feasible in five years at
the earliest, or ten years at the latest,” he
predicted.
He also argues that robots could soon replace
surgeons in the near future. For now, surgical
equipment for the abdominal cavity can be
operated only by humans. However, when
surgery videos become big data and AIs can
teach themselves through simulations to
minimize the margin of error, robotic surgery
without a doctor will be possible.
Currently three university hospitals—Kyungpook National University Hospital, Keimyung
University Dongsan Medical Center, and
Yeungnam University Medical Center—are
using robotic surgical equipment that captures

real-time surgery procedures. Such surgery
procedure videos are stored in the server as
big data, and are simulated by AI.
What makes it possible? Professor Kim says
that the application of big data is the biggest
advantage that egoless semi-AIs hold.
Semi-AIs are able to “learn” from big data,
and they can calculate millions of variables
and prepare responsive measures.
This is just the beginning. The third AI shock
may trigger massive job losses as AI replaces
human workers. Professor Kim says, “The
third AI shock will be humanoids that resemble humans, not just in looks, but also in flesh.
Just like in the movie Chappie, humanoids
can be used in specialized areas, such as law
enforcement, fire fighting, and domestic service.
Advanced countries will experiment with
these types of robots within ten years.”
The industrial sector will also see a drastic
change. Software makers, including Google
and IBM, will be at the top of the top. On the
other hand, hardware companies like auto
makers or electronics manufacturers, where
Korea has the edge, will be forever treated as
second-tier companies.
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He pointed out that “if Korea takes no steps
toward developing AI technology, it will once
again become a technological colony of
powerful countries. Not only do we have to
take aggressive action to develop AI, but also
to come up with measures for human to
co-exist with AI before it’s too late.”

said Professor Kim, “In addition to AI,
Europe launched the Blue Brain Project to
digitize the brains of animals in 2015. If this
project is realized, a different level of AI can
be created using brains and nerves that act and
think on their own.”

Along with this trend, the US has been
pushing traditional manufacturing businesses,
as well as high-tech hardware industries, to
foreign countries. This is so they can focus
investments on the AI and supercomputing
fields that design supercomputer and run
algorithms. AlphaGo is one of the results of
strenuous efforts made by advanced
countries.

For instance, in Europe, an experiment
transferred the nerves of a 1 cm roundworm
onto a robot. A worm wearing a robot’s nerves
is now able to evade obstacles and move freely
without being remotely controlled by anyone.

On one hand, China and Japan, Korea’s
neighboring countries, nurture manufacturing
businesses, but at the same time they are
actively investing in the industries of the
future that combine AI, supercomputing, and
big data.

“The US has 30% of the global
market share of AI business,
including supercomputing.
Japan and Europe have 30%
each, and Korea has not
stepped into the market. In
terms of AI technology, Korea
is ten years behind the US,”

Min-Soo Kim,
Ph.D.
Department Chair and
Professor of
Information and
Communication
Engineering

In what direction should Korea’s science and technology go?
What follows is a brief summary of conversation I had with
Professor Kyung-Jin Kim, an eminent brain scientist, which
provides a clue for the question.
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When Human Brain Projects onto AI:
Human Brain is the Key
By Brain Expert, Professor Kyung-Jin Kim
Professor Kyung-Jin Kim of the Brain and
Cognitive Sciences department, has led
national brain research as President of the
Korea Brain Research Institute (KBRI). He
commented that human brain research should
precede AI research in order to develop a more
human-like AI.

ries are stored in the hippocampus, the
memory storage of the brain, which has been
a major topic of neuroscience research for the
last ten years. President Kim said, “Now the
issue is growing to include the corpus amygdaloideum, the part of the brain related to
emotions.”

“The EU and the US have already launched
major projects to map the human brain. In
order to lead the AI industry, a long-term and
consistent investment by the nation in the
study of the human brain is mandatory.”

The EU has already embarked on the Human
Brain Project. The former US President Barack
Obama took the lead to launch the BRAIN
Initiative in 2013 with a budget of 3 million
dollars (3.6 trillion KRW) for ten years.
Through these projects, the EU and the US
are attempting to create a map of the human
brain. These projects aim to completely reveal
the 100-billion neuron network and reassemble it, just like a machine. Ten year after the
end of the human genome project, a massive
new undertaking has begun.

Professor Kyung-Jin Kim added, “The best AI
would be a copy of a human brain. However,
we still don’t know about many important
parts of brain, such as the cerebral cortex.
There are many things to learn about the
brain.” Established in 2011, the KBRI is a
state-run research institute and President Kim
is a renowned authority in brain nerve biology
who has served as a president of the Korean
Society for Integrative Biology.
The brain is a veiled and complicated field,
also known as “the final frontier” in modern
science. The brain is composed of 100 billion
neurons that are tangled to make approximately 1,000 trillion connections. This is why
the brain is called a “miniature universe.” “AI
development has focused on computers and
software; however, for a greater leap in the
advancement of AI, studies on the actual brain
must progress.”
People tend to remember collective memories
that are particularly impressive. These memo-

KBRI President Kim also added that “Considering it has been three years since the US and
Europe have started, Korea also needs to begin
a similar undertaking and invest for the long
term.”

Kyung-Jin Kim,
Ph.D.
President of Korea
Brain Research
Institute (KBRI),
Distinguished Chair
Professor of Brain and
Cognitive Sciences
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Unveiling of Super Rookie:
DGIST Supercomputer iREMB
IREMB BY THE NUMBERS
Data
Processing
Speed

Number of
CPUs

Number of
CPUs

Estimated
Value of
iREMB

Space
Scale

700 864

432

USD 4.4
Million

292

TFlops1

(KRW 5 Billion)

m2

1
TFlops (teraflops): FLOPS—an acronym of floating-point operations per second—is a unit to
measure computer performance by counting number of floating-point calculations available in a
second. 1 TFlop = 1012 calculations available per second.

DGIST recently presented its national top-level supercomputer iREMB to the public.
The basement floor of the Center for Core
Research Facilities,
DGIST Supercomputing and Big Data Center.
The center contains thirty 60 cm-wide, 2.4
m-tall black boxes grouped in rack cabinets. In
the boxes, there are 432 computer hard drives,
all connected via optical cables. This is iREMB,
DGIST’s supercomputer. Mr. Jong-Min Kang,
the manager of iREMB, explained that a
supercomputer is “a computer that achieves a
high-level computational capacity through the
parallel connection of hundreds of general
computers using optical cables."
The name iREMB is an acronym of six
convergence departments—Information and
48

Communication
Engineering,
Robotics
Engineering, Emerging Materials Science,
New Biology, and Brain and Cognitive
Sciences—of DGIST’s graduate school.
iREMB is a computer, which generates
revenue and also donates resources. It creates
revenue by assisting researches at numerous
universities and institutions in Korea. It was
built in December 2012 by DGIST with an
investment of 5 billion KRW. Among the
supercomputers in Korea that are accessible
to public, iREMB’s processing speed is
unmatched—700 TFlops. Considering the
productivity of supercomputer is generally
measured by processing speed, iREMB exhibits three times more productivity than Seoul
National University’s (SNU) Cheondung
supercomputer (226.5 TFlops).
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Publicly Accessible
Supercomputers in Korea
307.4
226.5
105

60.8

16.3

Supercomputer name

iREMB

TACHYON 2

Cheondung

MAHA

Kraken

Eagle

Owned by

DGIST

KISTI

Seoul National
University

ETRI

NFRI

UNIST

W

hile AlphaGo, Google’s famous
supercomputer, holds 1,202
CPUs, iREMB only holds 864
CPUs. However, iREMB holds
432 GPUs, more than the 176 GPUs of AlphaGo.
The iREMB has already made more than 100
million KRW (approx. 87,000 USD) a year, including a profit of 18 million KRW (approx. 8,000
USD) from participating in data analyses for
SNU’s Institute of Basic Science, and 25 million
KRW (approx. 25,000 USD) from research
assistance for Yonsei University’s Department of
Computational Science and Engineering.
On Nov. 14th, iREMB ranked 351st in the
World’s Top 500 Supercomputers competition at
the International Supercomputing Conference
2016 (ISC 2016) held in Salt Lake City. iREMB is
capable of processing 470 inquiries per second at
470 teraflops (TFlops) and is the only supercomputer from a Korean educational or research
institution to be ranked in the top 500.
Along with the achievement, three more domestic supercomputers ranked in 500 in addition to
iREMB; Supercomputers from the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA), Nuri and Miri,
ranked 46th and 47th respectively; and a
supercomputer from one corporation ranked 404th.
DGIST Professor Min-Soo Kim of the Information
& Communication Engineering school commented that, "The ranking from the World Supercomputer Contest is a yardstick to gauge the level of a

nation's investment in high-tech IT development
capacity." Professor Jin Keun Seo of Yonsei
University’s Computational Science & Engineering school who utilizes iREMB said, “iREMB is
an important basic research resource in our department for research of medical imagining, computational fluid dynamics, and deep learning. The fact
that it’s open to the public is an exemplary case of
the public value the national research infrastructure
holds.”
Recently, iREMB has focused on Alzheimer's
disease research, especially focusing on measuring
the level of its progression by the thickness of a
patient's brain tissue. Some research achievements
using iREMB have already been made. In 2015,
the Director of the center, Professor Ik-Soo Jang,
succeeded in analyzing the grouping process of
Alzheimer’s proteins that cause the disease to
paralyze nerves, including the consumption time
and the size of groups.
Other than research work, the DGIST Supercomputing and Big Data Center plans to donate
iREMB resources as well. iREMB will be
available free-of-charge to small companies
struggling to develop new medicines with limited
resources and to students who wish to experience a
supercomputer.
The original version of this article appears in the
Joongang Daily.
By: Kim Yoon-ho
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A NEXT-GENERATION
BRAKE CONTROL SYSTEM

he global auto industry is experiencing expanded regulatory requirements—especially more stringent
environmental rules—and attitude shifts in the
environmental awareness of car consumers. As
such, fuel efficiency improvements through
technological convergence and production of
eco-friendly vehicle using green energy are
booming.
At the forefront of this change, DGIST Convergence Research Center for Future Automotive
Technology focuses on the convergence of
existing vehicle technology with other industrial
50

technologies. The center aims to enhance existing
automotive technology through convergence
(Stage 1), to develop convergence technology for
smart cars (Stage 2), and to develop autonomous
driving technology (Stage 3).
Currently at the end of Stage 1, the center has
been actively developing and merging existing
automotive technologies. As a result, the
center’s researchers and scientists successfully
developed a next-generation braking system,
navigation system, detection and safety operation technique, software-based electrical and
electronic system (E/E system), and more.

RESEARCH

In particular, DGIST Convergence Research Center for
Future Automotive Technology
recently succeeded in developing a 48 V power system and an
electromechanical brake (EMB)
equipped with FlexRay technology. This innovative technology
is expected to replace hydraulic
brake systems.
For the commercialization of
EMB techniques and the growth
of the local vehicle industry, the
center recently completed a
technology transfer contract of
300 million KRW (approx. 260
thousand USD) with a local
vehicle component company.
The existing hydraulic brake system
has been popular due to its high
durability and capacity, but it has also
been criticized for its poor oil maintenance, hydraulic lines, and low fuel
efficiency due to its hydraulic pump.

2017 DGIST News Magazine

According to the DGIST research team, if
electric vehicles with electric motors are used
more than those with internal combustion
engines, the existing hydraulic pump and
hydraulic will go extinct. Therefore, EMB
technology is indispensable in terms of the
next generation of vehicle brake systems.
The EMB technology developed by DGIST
researchers sends electric signal to motors of
each brake disk to control the vehicle’s wheels
via the master controller connected to the brake
pedal.
The center will continue developing advanced
brake controls to utilize electric brake systems
equipped with EMB technology and improve
the safety of EMB technology even further.
“We could achieve such a high level of
technology, because we looked closely into the
wishes of the industry, and then carry out
consumer-focused research,” said Dr.
Woo-young Jung, Director of DGIST Convergence Research Center for Future Automotive
Technology, “We will continue to develop
various advanced functions for future vehicles
through close cooperation between the institute
and businesses.”

6
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Electrode
with High
Activity &
Stability for
Hydrogen Fuel
Generation
rofessor Sangaraju Shanmugam from the Department of Energy Systems
Engineering at DGIST and his research team have developed a highly active and
stable electrode for hydrogen fuel generation via water at cheaper rate, and
proposed it as a key electrode material to replace the precious-metal catalysts entirely.
Currently, hydrogen is one of the strongest
alternative resources
capable of addressing worldwide
energy scarcity
issue. In this
sense,
researchers
have been studying
more about how to produce hydrogen from various sources at a cheaper
price. Water splitting is the most efficient
and common approach to producing pure
hydrogen, as H2O is one of the most abundant
resources in earth. But again, it is not cost-efficient enough due to the scarcity of precious
metal catalysts and their stability limitations;
52
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massive amounts of electricity are also needed
for the splitting.
Professor Sangaraju Shanmugam described the
direct growth of one-dimensional (1D)
NiCo2S4 nanowire arrays (NW) on a 3D Ni
foam (NF) current collector as an efficient
bi-functional electrocatalyst for general water
splitting with excellent activity and stability.
The use of 3D Ni foam has several advantages.
When a catalyst is directly attached to the
current collector, it can reduce the contact
resistance and bolster electron pathways
through circuit. Furthermore, the NiCo2S4 band
gap is more favorable towards both oxygen
and hydrogen evolution reactions, because it
requires less energy to start the reactions.

This new approach to developing
non-precious bi-functional electrode is a promising way to reduce
the overall cost of water electrolysis systems.
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Furthermore, it will reduce the equipment and
processes required for the electrode preparation needed for effective solar light-assisted
hydrogen generation.
Professor Shanmugam explained that the
identification of the bi-functional and super
stable water electrocatalysts will completely
replace the noble metal catalysts, enabling
large scale solar-to-hydrogen generation
combining solar panels together. The water
electrolyzer allows for efficient hydrogen
evolution at an overpotential lower than that of
other commercial electrocatalysts, and the
developed process can be transferred to an
industry for mass production of hydrogen fuel.
Originally published in the prestigious online
science journal, Advanced Functional Materials, on April 9th, 2016.

Figure 1 Schematic
illustration of the
formation of NiCo2S4
nanowire arrays on Ni
foam and their corresponding morphology.
a) Bare Ni foam substrate,
b) in situ growth of NiCo2
(Co3)1.5(OH)3 nanowire arrays
on Ni foam (1st step),
c) anion exchange reaction
with complete growth of
hierarchical
NiCo2S4 nanowire arrays on
Ni foam (2nd step) using
hydrothermal method.
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MECHANISM OF
VOLTAGE-SENSING
PHOSPHATASE
NEWLY IDENTIFIED
A new therapeutic breakthrough for cancer, tumors,
and degenerative brain diseases?
DGIST Professor Byung-Chang Suh, of the
Brain and Cognitive Sciences department,
and his research team recently identified the
mechanism of Voltage-sensing Phosphatase
(VSP). According to Professor Suh, this new
mechanism will suggest new directions in
identifying therapeutic treatments for cancer,
tumors, and more degenerative brain diseases.
For this achievement, the research team first
took real-time measurements of the kinetic
differences of cell membrane phosphatide in
living cells. Based on the results, the team
figured out the role of VSP on a molecular
level, by establishing a quantificational model
of phosphatide differences caused by
potential cell membrane changes.
VSP is an enzyme that exists in many living
creatures, such as humans, mice, zebrafish,
frogs, and sea squirts. It has been predicted
that VSP plays the same role as PTEN gene1,
which is a tumor-inhibiting enzyme. While
54

VSP is mainly observed in neurons and
gametes, the physiological role of VSP has not
yet been clearly established.
Professor Suh and his research team discovered that lipid kinases trigger antagonism
against VSP’s inositol phospholipid dephosphorylation. And the team proved that VSP
plays the role of the PTEN protein in regenerating neurons and inhibiting tumors.
By establishing a quantification model of the
VSP mechanism via membrane voltage data,
the research team also proved that VSP carries
a single voltage dependence. So far, it has been
only presumed that the enzyme mechanism
and temperament preference of the VSP
mechanism would change depending on the
voltage; however, the recently quantified VSP
model presents a new direction for VSP
research as the model can address the entire
spectrum of VSP types that have been
researched.

RESEARCH

“VSP, first discovered in 2005, is unfamiliar
even to scholars. However, it is highly likely
that VSP affects more life phenomena than it is
known to,” said Professor Suh, “Throughout
the follow-up studies, we put in effort toward
developing a remedy for brain diseases, such
as cancer and tumors, using VSP.”
As the lead author of the paper, DGIST Ph.D.
candidate, Dong-Il Keum (Department of
Brain and Cognitive Sciences), tried to
combine mechanical engineering, his undergraduate major, with brain sciences, his current
major. He played a significant role in discovering the function of VSP.
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“Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Mechanical
Engineering, and Computer Sciences are all
relevant in the Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences at DGIST. Therefore, I could
approach the research in whole new angle
together with students of various expertises,”
said Dong-Il Keum, “I started the research out
of the curiosity on voltage-activated enzymes.
I will continuously pursue convergence
research which I hope will help unravel the
mysteries of life.”
Co-conducted with Professor Bertil Hille’s
research team (Washington State University),
the research was published in the world-renowned natural science journal, Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS)
online edition.

1
PTEN gene (Phosphatase and Tensin Homolog): A protein which provides instructions for making an enzyme that
is found in almost all body tissue. The enzyme acts as a tumor suppressant, which means that it antagonizes the
growth-promoting signals generated by tumor cells; it also balances inositol phospholipid so that the enzyme
plays a key role in differentiating stem cells and neural cells; and cell migration.
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BRAND-NEW COCHLEAR
IMPLANT TECHNOLOGY
BORN FROM
FRICTIONAL ELECTRICITY
“According to the World Health Organization, over 5% of the global population suffers
from hearing impairment and the number of
deaf people has been consistently increasing,
from 42 million in 1985 to about 360 million
in 2011. The most viable treatment option are
cochlear implants (CI). CIs are surgically
implanted auditory prostheses used to bypass
damaged hair cells1 and directly stimulate
auditory neurons in the cochlea. However,
there are issues to overcome for conventional
CIs, including their inconvenience for
extracorporeal devices, high power consumption, and high cost.”a)

1
Hair cell: Sensory receptors of both the auditory system and the vestibular system—relating to, or affecting, the
perception of body position and movement—in the ears of all vertebrates.
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GIST Professor Hongsoo Choi, of
the Robotics Engineering department, and his research team
developed the world’s first artificial basilar
membrane that mimics the cochlear function
by application of the genetic principle of
frictional electricity. The artificial basilar
membrane is the core technology that
overcomes the limits of existing cochlear
implant technology. The technology was
co-developed by Professor Choi and Professor
Jonghoon Chang (Ajou University Hospital).
The joint research team made the triboelectric-based artificial basilar membrane (TEABM)
by applying the cochlear frequency separation
and energy conversion functions critical to the
human hearing system and using frictional
electricity generated between polyimide film
and aluminum film. In addition, they conducted animal experiences that proved that
TEABM can be utilized for restoring an
animal’s impaired hearing.
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The cochlea has a thin and pliable layer called
the “basilar membrane” in its inner side. The
frequency of sound signals delivered through
the outer ear and the middle ear is mechanically separated by the basilar membrane’s
physical attributes. Furthermore, vibration of
basilar membrane activates the tiny hair cells
in the cochlea and generates which translates
the signals into sounds that can be understood.
For patients with sensorineural hearing loss, a
severe case of hearing loss, a CI operation is
the only known way to restore hearing.
However, complications from exposure to the
external body, a complicated electrical signal
processing circuit, frequent battery charging,
and expensive unit costs have been cited as
major challenges and limitations of cochlear
implants.
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In order to address issues, several research
groups from home and abroad have already
developed artificial basilar membranes
(ABMs) using piezo-electric materials.
However, TEABM also is known to carry
disadvantages, such as a relatively high
frequency response range in comparison with
the human voice, low reception, and the
complexity of piezo-electric materials and
silicon-based artificial basilar membranes
production.
Professor Choi’s team used a triboelectric
nanogenerator (TENG) and frictional electricity to produce an artificial basilar membrane.
The TENG transforms mechanical energy into
electrical energy via the electrostatic induction

and triboelectric charges of two materials. The
research team made the TEABM in order for
the width and length of the beam to respond to
the frequency of auditory scenes by using the
frictional electricity generated between
polyimide and aluminum films.
The TEABM designed by the team could
generate electrical signals, responding to the
acoustic stimulation of fewer than 4 kHz,
which is regarded as an auditory scene. The
TEABM then separated the frequency of
acoustic signals mechanically and generated
the auditory nerve.
In addition, the research team measured the
Electrically Evoked Auditory Brainstem
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nerve
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nerve
Facial
nerve
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Figure 1 Conceptual schematic diagram of the organ of Corti
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Response (eABR) of hearing impaired animals
with generated electrical signals. The result
showed that the operating frequency scene is
close to the auditory scene and its receiving
sensitivity is seven times higher, proving that
TEABMs will be used as the next-generation
cochlear implant technology for recovering
hearing loss.
Professor Choi said, “The TEABM is key to
developing next-generation cochlear implants
that do not require batteries or a complex
electrical signal process circuits. We will make
further efforts to commercialize the technology
to benefit patients with severe hearing loss.”
These results were published in the online edition
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of the biomaterial international journal, Advanced
Healthcare Materials, on June 9th, 2016.

a) Jongmoon Jang, JangWoo Lee, Jeong Hun Jang,
Hongsoo Choi, “A Triboelectric-Based Artificial Basilar
Membrane to Mimic Cochlear Technology.” Advanced
Healthcare Materials, Volume 5, Issue 19, October 12,
2016, pp. 2481-2487

Electrode array

Cochlea

TEABM

Signal processor

Needle
electrodes
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Figure 2 Animal experiment using a prototype with a TEABM
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Thermal Conductivity
Now Can be
1,000 Times Higher with

New Mechanism

ince their discovery, thermoelectric effects (TE)—a phenomena wherein a temperature
difference across a material creates an electric potential or the opposite—have attracted
great attention as promising clean energy resources for uses with solar heat, geothermal
resources, body heat, and even using industrial waste heat. Research and studies on TE were
actively carried out in the 1970s, but due to the low energy conversion efficiency, which was not high
enough for commercialization, researches lost interest in TE.
With the advancement of nanotechnology
since the 2000s, however, thermoelectric
materials have once again entered the
spotlight. Research has shown that TE materials show very low thermal conductivity, while
it increases Seebeck coefficient 1, in nanometer-scale level. The identification accordingly
invigorated studies on development of such
high-efficient nano-materials with high TE
energy conversion efficiency.
Since then, the industry and academia have
utilized the positive correlation to increase
thermoelectric efficiency by transforming
nanostructure of thermoelectric materials, such
as BiTe-type or PbTe-type chemical

compounds, or adjusting combined ratios of
the materials. This is done to reduce thermal
conductivity and to relatively minimize the
decreasing level of electrical conductivity at
the same time, so that the overall thermoelectric figure of merit can be enhanced.
However, the approach itself had its limitations. It is not easy to demonstrate an independent control of thermal and electrical conductivity as two factors have a very close positive
correlation, affecting each other.

1
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Seebeck coefficient: Thermoelectric power, or
thermopower, or thermoelectric sensitivity of a
material. The coefficient is a measure of the magnitude
of generated thermoelectric voltage in response to a
temperature difference across that material.
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“Can we look at the issue from another angle?”
asked Dr. Myung-Jae Lee, a researcher of
Division of Nano and Energy Convergence
Research. He and his research team
approached it in a completely opposite way by
enhancing electrical conductivity and reducing
thermal conductivity.
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Center for Artificial Low Dimensional
Electronic Systems at Institute of Basic Science
(IBS), to be the first to determine that such a
negative correlation increases the thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT) 2 significantly.
These results were published in Nature Communications’ online edition on June 22nd, 2016.

This led the team, in collaboration with the

Figure 1 Pathway and progress for high ZT in TE materials.
k = thermal conductivity

∑ = electrical conductivity

2
ZT (thermoelectric figure of merit): A measure to
calculate the maximum efficiency of heat conversion
into electricity by a thermoelectric device, the
desirability of thermoelectric materials.
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The Nation’s
First Dual-Channel,
Super-resolution
Radar Technology
DGIST developed Korea’s first super-resolution radar, which can detect flying drones in
the city.
DGIST researcher Dr. Dae-Gun Oh, of the
Division of IoT and Robotics Convergence
Research, and his research team succeeded in
developing a dual channel super-resolution
radar technology capable of detecting and

As small, unmanned aerial vehicles have
become more popular throughout the world,
the spotlight is on whether the development of
low-altitude signal processes and systems that
control them can ensure privacy and security.
Currently, global defense industry leaders, such
as Plextek in the UK and RADA in Israel, are
developing the technology, while the domestic
industry is falling short.
Dr. Oh and his research team miniaturized the
radar in order to improve the radar’s resolution
by designing an algorithm which uses only two
radar receiving channels, unlike larger existing
radar systems that use multiple antennas. The
team also applied the signal process technology
using multidimensional subspace for developing the super-resolution radar technology.

identifying objects from a far distance in real
time using two radar receiving channels.
The technology can detect low-altitude,
unmanned aerial vehicles within a 200-meter
radius by utilizing an L-shaped patch antenna
based the Frequency-Modulated Continuous
Wave (FMCW) platform.
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Development of the technology allows users to
detect low-altitude drones via the application
of an algorithm capable of performing parallel
hardware and software processes in a limited
embedded system. This technology has made
up for the technical disadvantage by using
complicated matrix operations, which detect
and identify objects.
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Dual-channel super-resolution radar technology
can detect and identify low-altitude objects in
real time. The electronic wave from the radar is
as harmless to human body as the output of a
cellphone.
The team now aims to develop low-altitude
radar system technology that can detect objects
within a 10-km radius. To accomplish this, the
team is conducting joint research with domestic
defense contractors that develop small, multipurpose, low-altitude radar technology for military
and civilian purposes. The team’s research
efforts are expected to advance the commercialization of domestic radar technology.
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low-altitude radar technology and transmission
radar signal processes. “With the further
development of applied technology, such as a
low-altitude radar-system buildings and urban
smart unmanned control systems, we would
like to make a contribution toward establishing
a safe society,” added Dr. Oh.
This achievement was published in the online
edition of renowned academic journal, IEEE
Transactions on Aerospace and Electronics
Systems, on May 26th, 2016.

Dr. Oh said that the team was the first to develop
dual-channel super-resolution radar technology
in Korea, thanks to years of radar research on
63
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NEW STEM CELL
REGENERATIVE
MEDICINE
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPED

T

CREATES THERMO-SENSITIVE RECOMBINANT PROTEIN AND INCREASES
REGENERATION EFFICACY
OF STEM CELLS

“Healing of
cutaneous wounds
involves a highly
coordinated
sequence of events.”

a)

he wound-healing process begins
with hemostasis and coagulation,
where platelets in the blood begin to
attach themselves to the injured site,
forming clots that consist mainly of fibrin and
fibronectin. During inflammation, blood vessels
then dilate to allow essential cells, antibodies,
white blood cells, growth factors, enzymes, and
nutrients to reach and fill in the wound. The
subsequent proliferation phase is the stage where
the wound is rebuilt with new granulation tissue
through an increase in fibroblasts and endothelial cells and the production of an extracellular
matrix (ECM).

a) Seong-Kyoon Choi, Jin-Kyu Park, Jung-Hee Kim, Kyeong-Min Lee, Enjoo Kim, Kyu-Shik Jeong, Won Bae
Jeon, “Integrin-binding elastin-like polypeptide as an in situ gelling delivery matrix enhances the therapeutic
efficacy of adipose stem cells in healing full-thickness cutaneous wounds”, Journal of Controlled Release, July
2016, pp.89-100
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-BASED
During the final phase, matrix remodeling occurs.
Cells that are no longer needed are removed by
programmed cell death, apoptosis, and type Ⅲ
collagen is largely replaced by type Ⅰ collagen.
“Execution of each phase requires a spatiotemporal
control of distinct cell types … any miscue of events
could lead to healing failure.”
Stem cells have gained worldwide attention from
researchers for playing a critical role in restoring
wounded tissue and organs. It is however pointed out
that using only a single stem-cell treatment can
significantly lower the survival and settling down
rates of the cell. Therefore, scientists and medical
doctors in the field have been searching for a
biomaterial that is suitable for replacing injured or
missing matrices or permissive to stem cells to
supplement existing therapeutic shortcomings,
including lack of selective carriers to deliver stem
cells to the injury site where the native extracellular
matrix is pathologically damaged or lost.
A research team led by Dr. Seong-Kyoon Choi and
Dr. Won Bae Jeon from the Division of Nano and
Convergence Research succeeded in developing
regenerative medicine technology that increases the
regenerative efficacy of stem cells by making an
artificial extracellular matrix (ECM) protein.
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The research team created for the first in the
world thermo-sensitive recombinant protein
replaceable with a cellular matrix by activating
integrin1 receptors. It is expected this core
technology will bring about a breakthrough in
existing stem cell treatments when treating
artificial extracellular matrix proteins in stem
cell-based therapy.
The thermo-sensitive recombinant protein, an
artificial extracellular matrix protein, was recently developed based on the ideas that a biomaterial
replaceable with wounded cellular matrix should
be created in the preliminary stage to maximize
the efficacy of tissue regeneration and repair.

According to the research team, artificial
extracellular matrix protein was dissolved into a
solution at below 20℃, but would turn into a gel
at body temperature (37℃). When utilizing this
nature of artificial extracellular matrix, it was
identified that the survival rate of transplanted
stem cell from the wounded tissue would
improve by more than 30%. Compared with the
single stem cell treatments, it also has significant therapeutic efficacy.
In addition, the histological examination and
blood immunity test conducted during animal
testing also proved that artificial extracellular
matrix protein does not cause any immune

1
Integrin: Transmembrane receptors that are the bridges for cell-to-cell and cell-to-extracellular matrix (ECM)
interactions. ECMs, such as collagen and fibronectin, are collections of extracellular molecules secreted by cells
that provide structural and biochemical support to the surrounding cells.
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response and body infection.
It further confirmed that stem cell-based therapy
using artificial extracellular matrix proteins
accelerates the function of beta cells that take
part in cell multiplication and differentiation, as
well as insulin production. Accordingly, it is
highly likely for this technology to be widely
applied to stem cell technology development in
the areas of nerves, cartilage, pancreas, and
facial transplantation.
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cance in increasing the survival rate of transplanted stem cells and the rate of settling. Our research
will further focus on developing therapeutic
treatments using stem cells while therapeutic
efficacy and safety are fully ensured.
These results were published on July 11th in the
online edition of The Journal of Controlled
Release.

Dr. Choi of the Nano and Energy Research
Division said, “The research holds its signifi-

Figure 1
Schematic model of
Stem cell-based
Regenerative
Technology using
Thermal-sensitive
Extracellular Matrix
Proteins.
Using artificial, extracellular
matrix proteins, the research team
formed a protein-stem cell
composite, a composite combining
RGD-containing elastin-like
polypeptide (REP), and adipose
stem cells (ASC). Then, this
composite enhanced the viability of
transplanted ASC and tissue
regeneration.
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CALCIUM CHANNEL
ACTIVITY REGULATION
MECHANISM
IDENTIFIED
Professor Byung-Chang Suh’s team
proves the role of β2e subunit

Calcium ion (Ca2+) existing within nerve and muscle cells are
important for cellular signaling. It is also a key element in the
secretion of neurotransmitters and the contraction of muscles.
There is a “calcium channel,” an ion channel which displays
selective permeability to calcium ions; in other words, a
system which delivers the calcium ions to cells. A series of
attempts to identify an activation mechanism of calcium
channel have been done by numerous scientists and researchers. Identification of the mechanism will eventually provide a
key to controlling synapse signal delivery, high blood
pressure, epilepsy, learning and memory, or even to regulating
enzyme activation. Despite numerous attempts, however, it
has not been yet clearly identified.
68

Figure 1
Schematic model of
Stem cell-based
Regenerative
Technology using
Thermal-sensitive
Extracellular Matrix
Proteins.
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A research team led by Professor Byung-Chang
Suh of the Brain & Cognitive Sciences department succeeded in identifying the mechanism
of activity regulation of calcium channels and
its action principles. They figured out how β
2e subunit plays a key role in gating—opening and closing—of voltage-gated calcium
(Cav) channel to eventually control inflow and
outflow of Ca2+ to cells.
Usually combined with the cell membrane,
calcium channel’s beta 2e (β2e) subunit
promotes the activation of calcium channel.
However, when enough calcium is brought
into a cell, the subunit would chip off from the
membrane and this leads to rapid
deactivation of the calcium channel. In other
words, the research team revealed that β2e
subunit interrupts the excessive inflow of
calcium, proving that channel protein by itself
becomes feedback so that it can regulate the
activation of calcium channel.
In the resting state (middle), β2e is tethered to
the plasma membrane by an electrostatic
interaction between N-terminal basic amino
acid residues and anionic phospholipids.
When the cells are depolarized or Gq-coupled
GPCRs are activated (right), Ca2+ ions, which
influx from the extracellular medium to the
Cav channels or Ca2+ release–activated channels
or are released from the ER, block β2e interaction with the plasma membrane by screening
the phospholipid negative charges. The
dissociation of β2e from the plasma
membrane phospholipids promotes the inactivation of Cav currents independently of CaM
and augments the PIP2 sensitivity of Cav
channels. In this configuration, β2e subunit
still remains stably bound to the I-II loop of
the a1 subunit. [Ca2+]i, intracellular calcium
concentration.
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In addition, the results also proved that
calcium does not combine with protein within
another cell, but Ca2+ combines directly with
membrane phosphatide. Accordingly, such
combinations result in regulating the activation of a calcium channel, while hindering β
2e subunit to combine with the membrane.
It determined a new mechanism that calcium
ion within a cell can directly regulate the
activation of calcium channel. It further
establishes the activation principle of calcium
channels by confirming that voltage-dependent calcium channels can be regulated by
neurotransmitters or chemical stimulation,
such as hormones.
The research result will help to further understand the activation mechanism of calcium
channels and identify the calcium channel
regulating materials. It will also further
influence the research of the other membrane
proteins that activate similarly in the membrane,
providing breakthroughs in therapeutic material
development for chronic pain and high blood
pressure regulation.
Professor Suh said, “The activity regulation
mechanism of calcium channels is very
important for understanding the basic functions
of a neuron. The significance of this research
is that it identifies the activation principle
which is not yet understood well.” He added,
“We will continue to strive to do translational
research for treating degenerative brain
diseases, high blood pressure, and epilepsy.”
These research results were published in the
online edition of Science Signaling, a sister
publication of Science, on July 6th.
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EASIER AND CHEAPER
WAY TO MEASURE
DMI PRESENTED

Professor Chun-Yeol You from the Department
of Emerging Materials Sciences presented a
new way to measure Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
Interaction1 (DMI). DMI is a force which
generates a whirlpool at the interface between
heavy metals and ferromagnetic materials.
Through its application, the team expects more
convenient and efficient studies on spin-based,
next-generation memory devices would be
70

available even with low-cost lab equipment.
Memory devices such as SRAM and DRAM,
widely utilized in existing electronic devices
of computer and smartphone, reached their
limits in terms of their scale of integration and
heating. Recently, low-power, large-scale and
non-volatile spin2 based memory is gaining
traction as the next generation of memory
devices.
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It is no exaggeration to say that the performance of next-generation memory devices is
mainly determined by DMI, a type of spin-orbit torque3, SOT. Magnetic spins usually
make an array shift in one direction. However, when the value of DMI increases above the
certain value, spins would be rearranged into
the form of Skyrmion4.
The storage capacity and speed of memory
using magnetism will be dependent on the
size of a memory device and its moving
speed. Meanwhile, Skyrmion is very small
and fast. Therefore, when digitizing the
direction of whirlpool spin, it is possible to
develop highly integrated, high-speed
memory devices.
However, the DMI strength to make Skyrmion has only been measured when we use very
expensive experimental equipment. The DMI
strength is also measured through very
complicated experiments and interpretation
procedures, hindering further research on
memory device development.
Professor You’s team took an idea that the
angle of the magnetization direction from the
edge of asymmetric sample, such as a
triangle, is related to the value of DMI. Using
this idea, he developed a method to measure
the DMI value easily.
At the edge of a sample where the DMI exists,
the direction of magnetization tends to tilt a
little bit by DMI. The team made an
asymmetric triangle type of sample in order to
measure the magnetization direction. With the
results, the research team presented a new
method for measuring DMI strength. Using
the experimental equipment that most labs
possess is the most unique aspect of this
measuring method.
The research team confirmed that the DMI
value measured by the newly developed
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method is identical to the one achieved by the
existing method. The team also said that this
new method would save on time and cost
significantly.
Professor You at the Department of Emerging
Materials Sciences said, “You can precisely
measure DMI strength using the low-cost
experiment equipment, according to the
newly developed method.” He added, “This
will be the critical technology for developing
second-generation spin-based memory devices, which have storage capacities hundreds of
times larger and a thousand times faster than
current devices.”
These research results were published in the
online edition of Nano Letters, published by
the American Chemical Society, on June 27th.

1
DMI (Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya Interaction): In
ferromagnetic materials, it favors a spin canting of
parallel aligned electrons. On the other hand, DMI is
an antisymmetric exchange interaction between two
neighboring magnetic spins, which usually results in a
small canting angle of two spins.

2
Spin: This arises when an electron orbits a nucleus.

3
Spin-Orbit Torque (SOT): A phenomenon where the
spin orbit of electrons in conductor substances near
magnetic materials change spin arrays in the
magnetic materials. This torque can generate very
small magnetic vortices, the whirlpool as small as a
few to tens of nanometers. These magnetic vortices
can store digital data and it is expected to be utilized
in production of next generation memory devices with
ultrahigh-density storage and ultrahigh-speed
capabilities.

4
Skyrmion: A vortex-like spin configuration described
by British physicist Tony Skyrme. Surrounding spins,
the spins curling around the center of the vortex, flow
in semi-parallel state
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HIGH-SPEED DATA
COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY
FOR VEHICLES
Turbo-CAN improves data transmission rates 100 fold.

T

he DGIST research team, led by Professor Ji-Woong Choi of the Department of
Information
and
Communication
Engineering, succeeded in developing
Turbo Controller Area Network (Turbo-CAN)
technology that makes data transmission rates 100
times faster.
With the exploding interest in connected cars and
smart cars, the need for efficient data transmission
links within the car is rapidly growing. The control
area network (CAN) is the most widely used in-car
networking technology, due to its simplicity and
robust performance.
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Built-in CAN communications have been
enough to support low-speed data transmission for the brakes, engine, and orientation
controls; however, with the emergence of
smart and self-driving vehicles, existing CAN
communications cannot smoothly meet the
high demand of information systems, such
camera sensors, high-speed info delivery
systems and controls, and infortainment
systems.
In order to address this issue, various
high-speed communication networks, including CAN Flexible Data (FD), Flexray, LIN,
MOST, and Automotive Ethernet solutions,
have been developed; however, those
networks have compatibility issues. Installing
additional wiring to make networks compatible affects the vehicle’s weight, volume, and
fuel efficiency.
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cabling to support the need for high data rate
links between devices, resulting in significant
reduction of the cost and weight of the
vehicle.
Currently, the auto industry produces about
70 million vehicles a year and CANs have
about 70% of the market share. However,
when converted to Turbo-CAN, the technology is expected to take over the 4 trillion-KRW
market. Without additional cost or increased
vehicle weight, global auto companies can set
up high-speed communications networks in
cars. Thus, it is anticipated that Turbo-CAN
will bring forth a technological breakthrough
in the in-car communications market.

To enhance the speed of CANs, the
Turbo-CAN was developed by Professor Choi
in cooperation with Dr. Suwon Kang from
Silicon Valley. The Turbo-CAN makes it
possible to transmit high-speed data of more
than 100 Mbps1 by transmitting the signal
toward the passband frequency range that is
not usually used. This technology is designed
to address the limit of low data transmission
rate of CAN, a widely using in-car communication network.

Professor Choi will work toward the further
advancement and commercialization of this
technology while further addressing technological issues, such as in-car communication
bottlenecks,
external
communication
interface efficiency, and vehicle security.
Professor Choi said, “Turbo-CAN is a critical
technology that allows for improved communication efficiency via existing in-car
communication networks.” He added, “We
will continue to strive to take the lead in the
in-car communication network and smart
vehicle industry by making further strides
toward the commercialization and standardization of the technology.”

The proposed scheme can easily be applied to
the existing CAN network without additional

These results were published in the June issue
of IEEE Communications Magazine.

1
Mbps (Megabits per second): A measure of data transfer speed. 1 Mbps = 1 million bits of data transfer
available per second. Assuming about 1,400 English letters can fit into one A4 page, data corresponding to the
amount in 90 sheets of A4 papers can be sent in a second.
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BIG DATA PROCESSING
USING A COMPUTER,
NOT A
SUPERCOMPUTER
A fast and scalable graph processing method based on streaming
topology to GPUs

P

rofessor Min-Soo Kim, from the
Department of Information and
Communication Engineering,
developed GStream 2.0, a technology
that can process massive amounts of graphical
data with a single computer. GStream 2.0 is a
technology capable of
processing big data as large
as a human neural network
- something even super
computer has difficulty
with.

According to Professor Kim, GStream
2.0 can process graph-form big data
widely used in various fields like brain
science, artificial intelligence, IoT, Web, social
networks - with a single computer equipped with
two GPUs and two PCI-e SSDs.
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The computer can process about 260 billion
edges at up to 2 GTEPS1 (Gigabillion
Traversed Edges per Second), showing the
world best performance and speed. The
human brain neural network is composed of
1000 billion edges called “synapses.” And
GStream 2.0 can process 1/400 of a human
brain’s neural network.
The human neural network has a very complicated node structure. Therefore, the more
information we store separately across several
computers, the higher the communication
costs and memory usage will be. Even a super
computer has difficulty processing 1/1000 of
the neural network.
Currently, GraphLab at Carnegie Mellon
University is best known for processing big
data. However, supercomputer at GraphLab
has a 5 Gigabytes high-speed network with a
480 CPU core, 2 terabytes of memory, and
takes 1,400 seconds to process graph data
composed of up to 32 billion edges.
Professor Kim’s research team, instead of
storing mass graph data across several
computers, stored at PCI-e SSD of a single
computer. The team also took new approaches
to create asynchronous streaming to GPU
memory from an SSD while simultaneously
processing the data with the thousands of
PCI-e SSD (PCI Express SSD) : SSD, also known as a
solid-state disk, is a high-speed secondary storage device that
uses integrated circuit assemblies as memory to store data
persistently, while HDDs, the widely known hard disk drives,
uses magnetic transitions for the storage. In other words, SSD
is a storage device that uses a set of electronic circuits on one
small flat chip of semiconductor material.
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arithmetic cores of a GPU.

As a result, GStream 2.0 technology can successfully process 32
billion edges of data in 500
seconds and up to 250 billion
edges of mass storage data can be
stored in a single computer with
two GPUs and two PCI-e SSDs
installed.
The results imply that the data processing
capability and speed of GStream 2.0 is superior to those of supercomputers.
Professor Kim, from the Department of
Information and Communication Engineering
said, “We have now come to have software
technology that allows us to process big data
at high speeds via a GPU and SSD base. He
added, “This technology will be used in
processing neural network type data for fields
like brain science and artificial intelligence. It
also will be applicable for IoT data-based
cyber security and realizing gigantic artificial
neural networks.”
These results were presented at the 2016
ACM SIGMOD, an academic conference
held in San Francisco, on June 28th.
GPU : Graphics Processing Unit is normally utilized as a
visual processing unit but modern GPUs use most of their
transistors to do calculations. As the calculation performance
level of GPU is much higher than that of CPU, it is becoming
increasingly common to use a GPU instead of CPU for more
complex calculations.

1
TEPS (Traversed Edges per Second): A measure of both the communication capabilities and computational
power estimated by counting the number of traversed edges per second that can be performed by a supercomputer cluster. GTEPS is an acronym of Giga—which means billion—Traversed Edges Per Second.
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WORLD’S
FIRST
CILIARY
STROKE
MOTION
MICROBOTS
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W

hat if complicated, lengthy surgical
procedures could be performed by
just swallowing tiny microbots? The
development of swimming microrobots, which
can perform various biomedical operations,
has been a highly anticipated advancement for
medical doctors, scientists, and for patients
most of all. There are potentially numerous
applications, such as accurately targeted therapy, minimally invasive surgery, and precise
cell or drug delivery via remote control in the
fluidic environment of biological systems.
The research team led by Professor Hongsoo
Choi developed microrobots with high propulsion efficiency in highly-viscous fluid environments, applying propulsion techniques that
mimic the ciliary stroke motion of paramecia.
The ciliary microbots developed by the
research team at DGIST can navigate highly
viscous fluid environments in the human body,
such as blood, by mimicking the movement of
paramecia’s cilia. Ciliary microrobots can be
used for chemical and cell delivery and can be
precisely controlled.

Microrobots
swimming in
high-viscous
fluid
environments

Professor Choi’s research team succeeded in
fabricating the world’s first ciliary microrobots
by utilizing ultra-fine three-dimensional
processing technology and asymmetric
magnetic drive technology to recreate the
microorganism’s ciliary movement, which had
previously only been theorized but never put
into practice.
77
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Microfluidic environments in which microorganisms move include highly viscous environments, like the human body’s internal fluids;
thus, in a macro environment, it is difficult to
create propulsion with swimming mechanisms
that mimic the inertia-based symmetrical
rowing used by large animals, such as humans.
As such, microorganisms moving in highly
viscous environments utilize various other
propulsion techniques, such as spiral drive
motion, progressive wave motion, ciliary
asymmetric reciprocating motion, etc.
Microrobots that use propulsion mechanisms
were first implemented at the Zurich Federal
Institute of Technology, Switzerland; University of Twente, Netherlands; and Harvard
University, USA. However, microrobots that
utilize ciliary motion had not been developed
due to the difficulty of producing a microstructure with a large number of cilia as well
as with asymmetrical drive.
78

Professor Choi’s research team has produced a
ciliary microrobot with a nickel and titanium
coating over photo-curable polymer material,
using three-dimensional laser process technology and precise metal coating techniques.
In addition, the team verified that the speed
and propulsion efficiency of their newly
developed microrobots were much higher
than those of existing microrobots moving
under magnetic attraction after measuring the
ciliary microrobots’ movement via asymmetrical magnetic actuation technology.
The maximum speed of ciliary microrobots
with a length of 220 micrometers and a height
of 60 micrometers is 340 micrometers per
second; thus, they can move at least 8.6 times
faster and as much as 25.8 times faster than
conventional microrobots moving under
magnetic attraction.
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Figure 1
Design and fabrication of microrobots.
(a) Design layouts for artificial
ciliary microrobots.
(b) Overall fabrication process for
the ciliary microrobot using 3D
laser lithography and metal
sputtering.
(c) SEM image of ciliary stroke
motion microrobots (3D view, scale
bar = 100 μm)
(d) SEM image of ciliary stroke
motion microrobots (top view, scale
bar = 100 μm)
(e) SEM (Scanning Electron
Microscopy) image of Paramecium
using ciliary stroke motion.

Compared to previously developed microrobots, Professor Choi’s ciliary microrobots are
expected to deliver higher amounts of chemicals and cells to target areas in highly viscous
body environments thanks to their ability to
freely change direction and move in an 80
micrometer-diameter sphere to the target
point, as shown in the experiment using a
magnetic field.
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Figure 2
Time-lapse images
during the manipulation of the cilia
microrobot.
The position and orientation
were controlled precisely by
applying a stepping field (γ) to
change the steering axis (ϕ).
(a) The linear motion of ciliary
microrobots according to
reciprocating magnetic drive
under magnetic field control.
(b) Rotary motion.
(c) The movement of ciliary
microrobots tracing the letters
“D G I S T.”

c

Professor Choi of DGIST’s Department of Robotics Engineering said, “With precise three-dimensional fabrication
techniques and magnetic control technology, my team has
developed microrobots that mimic cilia’s asymmetric reciprocation movement, which has never been realized before. We’ll
continue to strive to study and experiment to develop microrobots that can efficiently move and operate in the human body,
so that they can be utilized in chemical and cell delivery as
well as in non-invasive surgery.”
This research outcome was published in the online edition of
Scientific Reports, a sister publication of Nature, on July 29th,
2016. Professor Hongsoo Choi of DGIST’s Department of
Robotics Engineering was a corresponding author, and PhD
student, Kim Sang-won, from DGIST’s Department of Robotics Engineering participated as the first author.
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DGIST to Conduct
Collaborative Research with Max
Planck Institute

DGIST
selected as
Max Planck
Institute’s
brain
research
partner

D

GIST will conduct collaborative research in brain
and cognitive sciences with the Max Planck
Institute, a prestigious basic science research
institution based in Germany.

DGIST announced on September 28th 2016 that the research
team led by Professor Hyeon-ae Jeon of the Department of
Brain and Cognitive Sciences was selected as a research partner
group by the Max Planck Institute.
DGIST is the first Korean research partner in the brain and
cognitive science field at the Max Planck Institute.
The two teams will research the building of a prefrontal layered
nerve network. The teams will further investigate cognitive
nerve science which would be observed throughout the ordinary
cognition procedure, such as recognition regulation, automation, and decision making.
For these research activities, DGIST will have access to all of
the resources and facilities at the Max Planck Institute for
Human Brain and Cognitive Sciences for five years, and receive
funding totaling 100,000 euros.
Professor Jeon said: “This will be a very significant opportunity
to undertake international collaborative research. I hope this
long-term research project will help many cognitively impaired
patients.”
The Max Planck Institute partner group program is designed to
establish an international research network and foster distinguished mid-career scientists whose work will make a significant impact on mutual institutions.
Related news: https://www.mpg.de/10668242/partner-group-south-korea
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Color Control Technology
using Triboluminescence

CREATING COLORS
AND LIGHT FROM
CANDY

A

research team led by Dr. Soon Moon Jeong
developed a mechanoluminescence1 color control
technology that can change green light to red light
by simulating the candy light-emitting principle.
The technology is expected to be used for displays
and lights that require no external electricity.

The research team noted the color conversion of mechanoluminescence in our daily life such as
blue light emitted from wintergreen-flavored candies (Wint-O-Green, known as the brand “Life
Savors” when they are bitten or crushedIn general, it is known that mechanoluminescence in the
ultraviolet region is generated when the sugar component in the candy is broken. Natural
vegetable oil is a material that generates a blue color by absorbing ultraviolet, thus wintergreen-flavored candy containing natural vegetable oil emits a blue light when it is smashed.

1
Mechanoluminescence: A method of light emission that requires no external electric power and which uses a
mechanical force applied to a material to cause motion and the recombination of electrons in the material that
converts mechanical energy into light energy.
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The research team thus combined this
phenomenon with mechanoluminescence
research and developed a color control
technology that allows the existing green light
in the mechanoluminescence material to be
absorbed and red light to be generated by
mixing green mechanoluminescence material
and organic fluorescent dye.
When rubbing a substrate that is coated with
organic fluorescent dye with a mixture of
mechanoluminescence materials (ex. ZnS and
PDMS) and silicone rubber, the mechanoluminescence materials that are heavier than the
silicon rubber will sink to the bottom of the
substrate, while the silicon rubber is being
hardened. The organic fluorescent dye will be
evenly spread over its top forming a natural
double-layered structure. An experiment
confirmed that when mechanical force is
applied to the substrate, the light-emitting
layer in the mechanoluminescence material
generates green light, and the color conversion layer where the organic fluorescent dye
is spread on the rubber converts this green
light into red light.
Through these experiments, the team proved
that it is possible to express a variety of colors
depending on the ratio of single mechanoluminescence materials and organic fluorescent
dye. Color conversion efficiency can also be
increased through the diffusion of organic
fluorescent dye. This structure can also be
applied to an electric field that generates light
electrically, so the team also developed a
hybrid element implementing patterns that
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enable mechanoluminescence light emission
and electrical light emission simultaneously,
yet independently.
In contrast to previous studies that relied on
the development of mechanoluminescence
materials based on the fact that they affect the
color of light produced, the findings of this
study have been thoroughly evaluated, in the
sense that they pioneered mechanoluminescence color control technology by enabling a
larger range of color expression by combining
organic fluorescent dye.
This mechanoluminescence light-emitting
phenomenon can be applied to displays,
lights, and sensors without using external
electric power; thus, it is expected to be used
in the development of eco-friendly displays.
Dr. Soon Moon Jeong from the Division of
Nano and Energy Convergence Research
department said, “The core of this study is
that we discovered that a variety of colors can
be generated by combining mechanoluminescence materials and widely used organic
fluorescent dye. I’ll continue to conduct
research that improves energy efficiency in an
eco-friendly way by using the mechanoluminescence phenomena.”
These research results were published in Advanced
Functional Materials, a world-renowned international materials science journal, on July 19th, 2016.

Journal Reference
Soon Moon Jeong, Seongkyu Song, et. al.,
“Mechanoluminescence Color Conversion by Spontaneous Fluorescent-Dye-Diffusion in Elastomeric Zinc
Sulfide Composite”, Advanced Functional Materials 2016.
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Operational Mechanism of
the Acid-sensing Ion Channel
that Recognizes Internal
Body Pain
Significant progress has been made
in understanding the operational
mechanism and principles of
Acid-sensing Ion Channels (ASIC),
one of the key pain transmission
mechanisms, at the molecular level.
ain is transmitted to the brain
through nociceptive nerves
when pain spots that are
distributed within an organism
are stimulated. When pain
causing
substances
are
coupled with the plasma membrane of the
cells that constitute the pain spots, the pain
signals are recognized.
Inside the organism, changes in pH levels—in
other words, the extracellular acidification—occur when experiencing pathophysiological conditions such as inflammation,
tissue injury, ischemic stroke, cancer, and the
like, which are accompanied by pain. The
ASIC detects changes in pH levels in the
84

organism and transmits the pain signal to the
brain. Biologically, many studies and investigation have been conducted on ASIC; however, many areas are still unclear, especially in
terms of its operational mechanism and the
principles of related synaptic activities.
The findings of a research team led by Dr.
Byung-Chang Suh, Professor of Brain and
Cognitive Sciences, is a completely new
discovery, and identification of the cell
membrane merging mechanisms that modulate the activity of the ASIC have remained
unknown until now.
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continuous research, I hope to identify
additional operations that act on the nervous
system and will develop new ways to treat
pain.”

The research team proved through animal
experiments that there are different surface
trafficking mechanisms for subunits of the
ASIC. ASIC2b—which was previously reported in several studies to traffic to the cell
surface—cannot be combined with the cell
membrane, as it generates no currents to
extracellular pH drop, while ASIC2a can. In
addition, ASIC2b can be co-localized in the
cell surface, the plasma membrane, by forming
a heteromeric assembly with ASIC2a.

This research was published in the online
edition of Scientific Reports, a sister publication to the international academic journal
Nature, on August 1st, 2016. The study was
conducted with the support of junior executive researchers from the Ministry of Science,
ICT, and Future Planning; the Center for
Nerve Aging and Regeneration Research at
DGIST; and the Center for Cerebral Cortex
Research at the Korea Brain Research
Institute.

The outcome of this study is meaningful since
it suggests a new direction in research on
ASIC by proposing different surface trafficking mechanisms and proton-sensitivity for
ASIC2 subunits—ASIC2a and ASIC2b.
Professor Byung-Chang Suh from DGIST’s
Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences
said, “Understanding the cell membrane
merging and activity control mechanisms of
the Acid-sensing Ion Channel plays an
important role in identifying the pain signal
transmission system. Our study of a new
control mechanism of the Acid-sensing Ion
Channel has important implications. Through
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Consumption
from within:
How the brain
controls our
appetite
1
Autophagy: The natural, regulated,
destructive mechanism of the cell that
dissembles unnecessary or dysfunctional
constituents by enzymes of the same cell,
a self-devouring process. This process is
to allow the orderly degradation and
recycling of cellular components,
especially in responsive to nutrient
starvation, by destroying damaged cell
organelles or synthesis of substances
essential for cell reconstruction to
eventually promote survival of the cell
maintaining cellular energy levels.
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How our brain activates
self-destruct mechanisms
when it is low on energy to
regulate appetite
DGIST Professor Eun-Kyoung Kim and her
research team from the Department of Brain
and Cognitive Sciences have uncovered the
mechanisms behind the enzyme that controls
our appetite in response to low glucose
availability in the brain.
Understanding how our appetite is controlled
and influenced by our body and brain is
important for countering the worldwide
obesity epidemic. To maintain a healthy
energy balance, our appetite needs to increase
or decrease depending on our caloric intake
through food and energy use in our daily lives.
Previous research has shown that a region of
the brain, known as the hypothalamus, senses
levels of sugar (e.g. glucose) and hormones
(e.g. leptin) in the blood, and uses these
signals to regulate food intake. However,
many questions still remain about the underlying mechanisms by which the hypothalamus
does this. Interactions among upstream regulators of appetite-related effectors and regulatory mechanisms underlying their interactions
are yet to be elucidated.
Professor Kim and her team have discovered
that low glucose condition activates a
hypothalamic enzyme called adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMPK),
which changes the properties of small
protein-like molecules called neuropeptides
that our brain uses to communicate. It does so
by taking advantage of a natural “self-destruct” mechanism called autophagy 1.
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This process allows our body to recycle and
degrade cellular materials. By way of analogy,
imagine a movie where the hypothalamus is
the director who sets the scene in motion by
activating AMPK. Professor Kim has discovered how the brain instructs its two key
“actors” to do their job. The first “actor” is a
neurohormone called neuropeptide Y (NPY),
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while the second is another neurohormone
produced in the hypothalamus called pro-opiomelanocortin-alpha (POMC). The director
activates AMPK, which sets increased autophagy in motion. This in turn influences how our
actors, NPY and POMC, behave on a genetic
level similar to a movie that tells a story of
increased food intake and body weight.
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The big challenge for researchers was to
untangle the hundreds of possible pathways between the brain and body, in the
form of hormones, enzymes and other
chemical messengers that might be responsible.

The big challenge for researchers was to
untangle the hundreds of possible pathways
between the brain and body, in the form of
hormones, enzymes and other chemical
messengers that might be responsible. They
conducted numerous experiments both in
vitro, using cell lines, as well as in mice that
were examined for changes in feeding behavior, body weight, and brain structure. Using
cell cultures, they were able to use pharmacological agents – i.e., substances that can
change or stop the (genetic) expression of, for
example, AMPK – to check whether its
presence or absence is critical for autophagy
to be induced under differing levels of energy
(glucose) availability. By individually block88

ing off different pathways and activating or
de-activating chemical messengers in turn,
the researchers were able to determine the
brain’s appetite control systems, much like
how one might remove actors from a film and
see what parts of the story are lost or no
longer make sense.
By injecting mice with lentiviruses — slow
viruses that are used to introduce changes in
the functioning of host genes — the researchers were able to “knock down” AMPK and
prevent it from functioning. As a result, the
obese mice ate considerably less food and
subsequently
showed
reductions
in
bodyweight. Combining the results of the
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animal studies with the in vitro data
confirmed that AMPK-knockdown changed
the levels of NPY and POMC expression at a
genetic level.
By demonstrating how AMPK-activated autophagy controls the expression of neurohormones
in the brain’s hypothalamus, researchers are
one step closer to understanding the dynamics
of our eating behavior. The next step is to
untangle how autophagy itself modulates (up
or down) our brain’s neurohormones, such as
NPY, to regulate our appetite.
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Nano x Acupuncture

SKINNY NEEDLES
WITH POURS

DGIST HIGHLIGHTS

Acupuncture has long been utilized as an effective
therapy for the treatment of many functional
disorders, especially pain and psychiatric conditions.
The invention of acupuncture as a therapeutic
treatment traces back to 6000 B.C., originating with
the insertion of sharpened stones at specific acupuncture points. The ancient device was first replaced by
that of fine needles made from various materials
including bamboo, ceramics, bone, and plant thorns,
with these in turn replaced by metal acupuncture
needles, including those made from gold, silver,
copper, and stainless steela).
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World’s First Porous
Acupuncture Needles
enhance Therapeutic
Properties
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A DGIST research team led by Professor Su-il In, who
developed acupuncture needles combined with nanotechnology, was recognized for the world’s first application of
this technology. This development is expected to open new
possibilities in the oriental medicine research field.
Professor In’s research team from the Department of
Energy Systems Engineering succeeded in developing
porous acupuncture needles (PANs) that offer enhanced
therapeutic properties by applying nanotechnology to the
acupuncture needles for the first time.
The findings of this experiment, which was conducted in
collaboration with DGIST’s research team and the Addiction Control Research Center at Daegu Haany University,
one of Korea’s major oriental medicine-focused universities, have attracted the attention of the relevant academic
fields in light of the fact that the experiment combined
nanotechnology with acupuncture needles.

Figure 1
Surface images of: (a)
Conventional acupuncture
needles, (b) DGIST porous
anodized needles.

Professor In’s research team developed PANs with fine
pores ranging in sizes from nanometers (nm= one billionth
of a meter) to micrometers (㎛ = one millionth of a meter)
on the surface of the needles using a nano-electrochemical
method.
PANs are formed by anodization, and are characterized by a
widened surface of the needles that is created when anion
(F-) contained in the electrolyte is bored into the surface of
the metal needles (positive) to create fine and uniform pores.
PANs are expected to be as effective as conventional large
and long needles by minimizing the sense of pain during
acupuncture treatment while expanding the surface area of
the needle so it is 20 times greater than conventional
acupuncture needles.

a) Su-il In, Young S. Gwak, Hye Rim Kim, Abdul Razzaq, Kyeong-seok Lee, Hee Young Kim, SuChan Chang,
Bong Hyo Lee, Craig A. Grimes, Chae Ha Yang, “Hierarchical Micro/Nano-Porous Acupuncture Needles
Offering Enhanced Therapeutic Properties”, Scientific Reports, October 2016
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Figure 2
The actual image of
porous needles

Through electrophysiological experiments with rats, In’s research team proved that PANs excel in
transferring signals from a spinal dorsal horn by the in vivo stimulation of Shenmen (HT7) points,
and in particular, demonstrated that the efficacy of PANs is superior to conventional acupuncture
needles in treating alcohol and cocaine addiction in animal experiments.
Applications for international patents for the fabrication technology of PANs developed by DGIST
have already been submitted in countries such as the US, China, and Europe. In addition, in the
domestic oriental medicine field, the fact that the efficacy of acupuncture needles has been improved
through their structural transformation by applying nanotechnology has been recognized and
evaluated as the first such instance in the thousand-year history of eastern medicine.
Professor Su-Il In from DGIST’s Department of Energy Systems Engineering said: “The development of nanotechnology has taken science and technology to the next level in various fields such as
solar cells, quantum computers, display development, and the like. Based on this experiment’s
achievement of combining nanotechnology and oriental medicine, I will continue to conduct
research in order to be at the forefront of the scientific population of oriental medicine.”
Director Jae-ha Yang from Daegu Haany University said: “In western medicine, nanotechnology is
widely used from diagnosis to treatment; but in eastern medicine, particularly in acupuncture
therapy, it is rare to utilize nanoscience. The findings of this study are expected to open new
directions in the field of eastern medicine where nanoscience is rarely explored and utilized.”
Professor In’s research findings were published on October 7th, 2016 in the online edition of
Scientific Reports.
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MRPrimerW
A Search Engine
For Gene Diagnosis
Big Data Analysis x Bio-technology

In 2011, Professor Min-soo Kim from the Department of Information
and Communication Engineering attended the weekly convergence
seminar at DGIST. The seminar was on ‘Olfactory Receptors and
Their Application.’ As a speaker of the day, Professor Jae-hyung Koo
of the Brain and Cognitive Sciences department was presenting his
research and asked a question to the audience, “I would like to investigate how the olfactory receptor gene is expressed in cells and tissues,
such as the pancreas and immune cells. However, it is very difficult to
pinpoint the olfactory receptor there. Is there anybody who can help
me?” Since that day, his question kept going round and round in
Professor Kim’s mind. “Maybe I can?” Professor Kim thought.
That was the beginning.
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The Most Accurate Gene Diagnosis Technology
In July 2016, Professor Kim and Professor
Koo opened a software website for bioscience
scientists around the world. The website provides
“MRPrimerW” services, a search engine where
users can search for the most accurate short
sequence listing primers1 to identify the desired
genes.

to desired genes and makes DNA polymerases
viable to copy genes. However, the problem
was in making customized primers which are
targeted to each gene. It was very difficult to
design precise primers that will only stick to
the targeted pathogens without attaching to
30,000 to 40,000 other human genes.

Just imagine a doctor is attempting to determine
if their patient is infected with a virus, or if they
have cancer. For diagnosis, they should take
blood or tissue tests to detect the virus or cancer
gene. It is the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)2
technology which is applied to the test. After
copying billions of certain sequences of gene, it
checks if each copied sample matches with the
virus or cancer gene.

“MRPrimerW” is a kind of search engine which
presents the optimized primer when a researcher
enters the desired gene name. Like Google, it
shows the list of primers according to the order
of relevance, with only viable results excluding
primers attachable to off-target genes.
The technology applies a MapReduce3-based
complex algorithm into every candidate oligonucleotide which exists in a gene database of entire
human and animal genes. Following which, it
helps to sort out the relevant oligonucleotide
and save the results as the primary process.

However, there have been significant challenges in applying the technology. Primer adheres

Primer: A short strand of RNA or DNA that serves as a starting point for DNA synthesis, the priming effect to
start the chain reaction.

1

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR): A technique used in molecular biology to amplify a single copy or a few
copies of a piece of DNA across several orders of magnitude, generating thousands to millions of copies of a
particular DNA sequence. It has been one of the most common and often indispensable technologies in medical
and biological research laps for its variety of applications, such as the detection and diagnosis of infectious
diseases including MERS, Ebola, SARS, and more.

2

MapReduce: A Google-developed programming model to implement processing and generating large data sets
with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster. The software is widely utilized especially for big data analysis
and as the name suggests it is composed of a Map procedure—that performs filtering and sorting—and Reduce
method—that performs a summary operation.

3
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Selected oligonucleotides will then be converted into index format and the second results will
be stored in the server. MRPrimerW technology aims at designing the best optimized
oligonucleotide with high precision and speed,
in a very similar way the Google search engine
does.
Designing an oligonucleotide that perfectly
satisfies specificity is known to be extremely
complicated. In theory, it would take more than
3 billion comparison operations of a single
target gene to identify an oligonucleotide
which will satisfy all criteria with specificity,
meanwhile more than 900 zillions of comparison operations for all genes will need to be
made in the dielectric database.
MRPrimer, the previous version of
MRPrimerW, required large-scale distributed
computing which takes a significant amount of
96

whenever the users revise the designing condition. However, the research team indexed the
targeted algorithm results and allowed users to
quickly design the optimized oligonucleotides
in just a few minutes in a web interface under
any random designing conditions.
In addition, MRPrimerW shows the optimized
primer satisfying hundreds of target genes, and
a probe set—which can be used for
double-checking—as its results. When a
search for target genes fails, MRPimerW also
advises users how to revise the designing
conditions.
The new technology is expected to be widely
utilized in various studies, especially on
cancer, genetically modified organisms, and
new viruses, as well as developing new bio
medicine by designing the oligonucleotide
more precisely.
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Figure 1 Overall flow of the
MRPrimerW method.
MRPrimerW mainly consists of offline
processing part, (A and B), and online
processing part (C).
(A) Offline processing part, which is irrelevant
to queries, designs validated candidate
primers and probes (five MapReduce rounds).
(B) Then the resultantprimers, probes and
gene annotation data are converted into
indices and the indices are loaded into
database.

For more information on MRPrimerW,
visit website at
http://mrprimerw.com/

(C) Online processing part, which the website
performs, searches primers applied user-defined filtering constraints and then outputs the
best primer pairs for the targets.

The oligonucleotide synthesis market grows
10% annually and it is predicted to reach
about 1 trillion KRW in 2020. The
MRPrimerW technology is expected to create
significant economic and industrial value.

participated in the research as lead co-authors.

“The MRPrimerW technology is highly
regarded as the most efficient and accurate
application of big data analysis into gene
data. We will continue to strive to take the
lead in the global bioinformatics software
market with the MRPrimerW technology,”
said Professor Kim.
This research result was published in the
online edition of the world prestigious bioscience journal ‘Nucleic Acid Research’ (May
6th, 2016). Ph.D. candidate Hye-Rin Kim of
the Information & Communication department and Ph.D. candidate Na-Na Kang of the
Brain and Cognitive Sciences department

The original version of this article appeared on the
Donga Science website.
By: Choi Young Jun
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First Graphene
Microwave
Photodetector
Developed
The photodetector can detect 100,000 times smaller light energy than existing
graphene photodetectors
DGIST announced on November 10th 2016,
that Minkyung Jung, a senior researcher at the
Division of Nano and Energy Convergence
Research, has developed a cryogenic microwave photodetector which is able to detect
100,000 times smaller light energy compared
to existing graphene photodetectors.
Senior researcher Jung and a team from the
University of Basel’s Department of Physics in
Switzerland conducted a joint research project
and realized microwave photodetection in a
fully suspended and clean graphene p-n
junction.
This study is particularly noteworthy as
graphene, the single layer carbon-based
material, has shown superb electrical, mechanical, and thermal properties. With its innumerable application potential, graphene is often
referred to as a “dream material”. Research is
underway on its potential use not only in basic
sciences but also in application science areas,
such as flexible displays, wearable devices,
and next-generation solar energy.
Graphene has attracted attention for its use in
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next-generation photonic devices, such as
photodetectors, because its gapless band
structure allows electron-hole pairs to be
generated over a broad energy spectrum,
unlike general semiconductors.
Before this study, graphene photodetectors had
only been demonstrated for optical
wavelengths, from near-infrared to ultraviolet.
Photodetection in the microwave range was
not studied as it was impossible to measure the
microwaves on the detector. This is because
microwaves have much smaller energy than
the surface potential difference caused by the
surrounding environment, as well as the
residues on the surface of the graphene created
in the device process.
To increase the light energy absorption rate in
the microwave region, senior researcher Jung
separated the graphene p-n junction device
from the substrate, made bridge forms as if
they are bridges floating in the air, and created
a clean electronic system in which the
electrons can travel a long distance without
residues or dispersion.
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Figure 1
a) Schematics of the measurement setup and
device geometry. The MW signal is applied to
the left gate via a bias tee
b) Scanning electron microscopy image of a
suspended bilayer graphene device
c) Conductance measured as a function of the
left (VL) and the right bottom gates (VR).
d) Conductance trace measured for unipolar
doping from p-p to n-n realized by setting VL = VR

Through the process, the team confirmed that
sufficient electron-hole pairs are generated in
the microwave region by shifting the Dirac
point1 of graphene close to the Fermi level2.
They succeeded in realizing the graphene
photodetector in the microwave region by
measuring the flow of the photocurrent based
on the temperature difference between both
electrodes, as the temperature of the p-n
junction increases due to the electron-hole
pairs generated in the graphene p-n junction.

DGIST’s senior researcher Jung of the
Division of Nano-Energy Convergence
Research said: "The significance of this study
is that we have developed the world's first
microwave photodetector using a graphene
device. We will carry out further research to
improve the performance of wearable devices
and flexible displays by developing new
application devices, such as a large-area microwave photodetector using a single device
based on graphene.”

The graphene microwave photodetector
developed in this study is superior in sensitivity compared to existing graphene photodetectors, and is expected to improve the performance of various optical sensors used in
devices such as high resolution smartphones
and highly efficient solar cells.

The research findings were published on
November 9th, 2016 in Nano Letters, the
international academic journal published by
the American Chemical Society.

1

2

Dirac point: The conduction and valence bands meet
each other in graphene, a zero-gap semiconductor,
and the six points where the bands meet are called
Dirac points.

Fermi level: The energy level which has a 50%
probability of getting occupied by an electron at any
temperature. In other words, it is the term used to
describe the top of the collection of electron energy
levels at absolute zero temperature.

6
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For Excellence in
Research and Education
Environment
2016 Newly-established Research Centers and
Facilities to Drive Innovation at DGIST

Core Protein Resources Center
On April 19th 2016, the DGIST Core Protein
Resources Center was opened to accelerate the
growth of the domestic bio-industry through
the development and production of proteins
viable for medical commercialization.
The number of kinds of proteins, including
enzymes, is equivalent to the number of genes
that a living organism possesses. To put that
into context, it is estimated that there are
around 25,000 genes in the human genome.
Not only that, these proteins transform
themselves in various ways, which means the
actual number of proteins is innumerable. It is
no exaggeration that more than half of studies
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in modern life science—cancer occurrence and
stem cell differentiation are the most common
examples—are about unveiling normal and
abnormal protein structures and functions.
Due to the potential for proteins to advance the
life of mankind and their product value, it is
expected that the preemptive development and
utilization of proteins for medical use—especially for therapeutic and diagnostic purposes—will drive national competitiveness to
eventually dominate the international bio-business market, a field with notoriously high entry
barriers due to its requirement for advanced
technologies.
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The center will play a pivotal role in national
protein-related bio businesses, establishing an
efficient and cost-effective system for the
development of protein resources with
commercial values, and especially supporting
ventures and small businesses to overcome the
high technical barriers of the market.

utilization, corporations are expected to focus
on designing, manufacturing, selling, and
marketing commercial protein products. The
center also expects to help small- and
medium-sized enterprises enter the protein
market, and advance into the new bio-industry
market.

The Core Protein Resources Center plans to
build a comprehensive national management
system of protein resources by combining
technology, facilities, and manpower resources. The center will also pioneer the standardization and management of technologies
required for expressions, purification, and
quality control of about 2,000 medically useful
proteins in order to better supply diagnostic
regents to pharmaceutical companies whenever they need them.

“The Core Protein Resources Center will
contribute to the nation’s economic development through boosting bio-medical research
and its utilization,” Director Yeon-Soo Seo
said. “We will advance in the global market by
developing competitive bio-industry technology in terms of medical and research diagnosis,
and industrial protein enzymes.”

The center also plans to provide core protein
technology to corporations through various
solutions, such as the co-utilization of a protein
resources database, customized protein
producing technology support, and protein
R&D for commercial use.
Making efforts to translate the proteins for

“In today’s era, protein and enzymes are
critical target medicines as well as valuable
goods. Therefore, they increasingly draw
attention to the medical and bio-industries. The
Core Protein Resources Center will make
every effort to play a central role in making the
bio-industry a new growth engine with
enhanced technological competitiveness,”
Director Seo emphasized.

Well Aging Research Center
DGIST opened the Well Aging Research Center
on October 19th. The center was established to
carry out aging research to discover a mechanism of aging and develop technologies that
regulate it, as well as to nurture young experts in
the field.
For comprehensive research on aging, the center
will mainly focus on centenarians and super
longevity in order to treat and prevent senile
diseases. The center will focus on how muscles,
nerves, blood vessels, and the immune system

react organically in enhancing and maintaining
vitality.
The center will apply a novel approach as it
incorporates reversibility to aging research.
Through multidisciplinary collaboration in the
fields of IT and medical material, the center will
develop diverse technologies, such as vital
reaction monitoring, nerve and immune
function restoration, aging diagnosis kits, bio
markers, and aging image diagnosis.
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Professor Sang-Cheol Park, chair of the Department of New Biology and a world-renowned
scientist in the field of aging, has been appointed as a director of the center, and Samsung
Electronics provided research facilities for the
center.

cooperation with the Department of New
Biology and the Center for Plant Aging
Research at the Institute for Basic Science
(IBS), we will educate young researchers in the
field of aging, as well as doing our utmost in
ensuring research prowess in aging.”

The center is expected to make a significant
impact in research by collaborating with leading
global research institutes, including the Buck
Institute for Research on Aging and the National
Institute of Aging in the US, MPI for Biology of
Aging in Germany, and the National Institute
for Longevity Science in Japan.

Prior to the opening of the center, the IBS
Center for Plant Aging Research headed by
Fellow Hong Gil Nam hosted the “IBS Conference on Genetic s of Aging and Life History.” A
number of speakers in the fields of aging
physiology, biochemistry, and molecular
genetics attended the conference, including
Professor Linda Partridge of MPI for Biology of
Ageing, Professor Jan Vijg and Professor
Yousin Suh of the Albert Einstein College of
Medicine, and Professor Matt Kaeberlein of the
University of Washington.

Director Park said: “In this aging society,
healthy longevity is a big concern for many
people. It is very important for people to have a
healthy and independent life in their old age. In

World-leading Research Infra Center
To accelerate convergence education
and research with 7 public research
infra facilities
DGIST opened the World-leading Research Infra
Center, a state-of-the-art research facility for
convergence education and research and held the
opening ceremony on November 11th 2016.
The center is made up of three research support
centers, including the Center for Core Research
Facilities, the Supercomputing and Big Data
102

Center, and the Laboratory Animal Resource
Center under the DGIST Office of Research
Administration, all of which are open to domestic
and foreign researchers.
The beginnings of the center can be traced back
to 2011, when DGIST launched its Master’s and
Ph.D. programs. With a transition from a research
institute to a research-oriented university, DGIST
established the Seven Key Public Infrastructure
Construction Plan to conduct convergence
education and research to a high standard. In
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accordance with the roadmap, DGIST will secure
1.65 ha of space and introduce about 300 pieces
of equipment in the seven key areas—material
analysis, advanced bio-analysis, measurement
and simulation, device cleanrooms, machining
labs, supercomputing, and animal labs—which
will be utilized by 500 institutes.
The Center for Core Research Facilities
purchased 197 high-end pieces of equipment
valued at 59.6 billion KRW in the 6,689㎡ public
research space in the areas of material analysis,
device cleanrooms, advanced-bio analysis,
measurement and simulation, and machining
labs. It will provide research services for domestic and foreign researchers and corporations. Not
only that, DGIST is the only science and technology-specialized public university that operates
state-of-the-art material analysis equipment, such
as atomic tomography microscopes and helium
ion microscopes.
The Supercomputing and Big Data Center
utilizes the supercomputer iREMB, which is the
first domestic educational and research institute
supercomputer to achieve 1 petaflos (PFlops)
calculation performance. It is used for new
material design, big data analysis, and medical

2017 DGIST News Magazine

robot design. The DGIST supercomputer also
conducts advanced research, such as energy
material development, brain neural network
mapping, protein interaction calculation, and
multiple omics analysis.
The 5,440㎡ Animal Lab, the largest laboratory
among domestic science and research oriented
universities, offers a one-stop solution from
nurturing lab animals to finalizing research
results. The center is expected to become a
leading research facility in the southeast region
by developing bio-fusion technologies in connection with research on animal experiments,
bio-imaging, and advanced medical imaging.
The founding President Sung-Chul Shin said,
“The full-scale operation of the state-of-the-art
research infra facilities will further accelerate
DGIST convergence education and research. We
will do our utmost to run this research facility
more efficiently in order to realize global
excellence of our research. We also hope DGIST
facilities will serve as a government-funded
research hub that can be easily accessed by
researchers from universities, research institutions, and corporations.”
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HEALTH
DIAGNOSIS
THROUGH
BIO-SIGNAL
MEASURING
ELECTRODES ON
IOT DEVICES
A Ferromagnetic, Folded, Soft Electrode Composite
for Detecting Bio-signals
They can detect bio-signals, such as brain waves,
electrocardiograms, eye movements, and muscle
activities in conjunction with IoT devices without
additional analysis and measuring equipment.
DGIST announced on November 17, 2016 that Professor Kyung-In Jang’s research team from
the Department of Robotics Engineering succeeded in developing bio-signal measuring
electrodes through joint research with a research team led by professor John Rogers of the
University of Illinois.
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Figure 1 (A) Schematic of the electrode design and a magnified view.
(B) An optical image and an image of a fabricated electrode taken with a scanning electron
microscope (SEM); scale bar is 100 µm.

The flexible bio-signal measuring electrodes
developed by the research team can be easily
integrated with Internet of Things (IoT)
devices for health diagnoses. This allows them
to measure bio-signals, such as brain waves
and electrocardiograms without additional
analysis or measuring equipment while not
interfering with or restricting human activities.
Conventional
hydrogel-based
electrodes
required separate external analysis devices to
measure bio-signals due to their pulpy gel
forms, which made their attachment to and
detachment from IoT devices unstable. In
addition, as in Figure 1 these electrodes were
wet-bonded to the skin, so there have been
disadvantages due to characteristics of the
electrodes that caused them to deteriorate or
compromise performance when the electrodes
were dried in open air over a long period.

material is folded with a soft, adhesive
polymer with a conductive electrode material
wrapped around the composite material. The
conductive electrode material electrically
connects the surface touching the skin and the
surface touching the electrode of the IoT
device.
Electrodes with this structure reacting to
magnetic fields can be easily attached and
detached by using the attraction that occurs
between the magnet and the electrode integrated with the IoT devices. Then, through the
conductive electrode materials that connect the
skin and the electrode part of the IoT device,
the electric signals generated on the skin can be
directly transmitted to the IoT device for health
diagnoses.

In contrast, the electrodes developed by
Professor Kyung-In Jang can be easily
interlocked, as if they are a part of IoT devices,
for health diagnoses. Since they are composed
only of polymers and metals, they have the
advantage of there being no possibility of
drying in the air.

The research team succeeded in storing and
analyzing brain waves using electroencephalograms (EEG), electrocardiograms (ECG), eye
movements via electrooculograms (EOG), and
limb movements and muscle contractions via
electromyograms (EMG) of the wearer for a
long period through an experiment in which
IoT devices with electrodes were attached to
various parts of the human body.

The bio-signal measurement electrodes
developed by the research team consist of a
composite material in which a magnetic

The bio-signal measurement electrodes can
measure the bioelectric signal generated from
the skin without loss or noise via the IoT
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Figure 2 Long-term
usability with wireless EMG
recording. Data captured
using (a) a hydrogel
electrode and (b) soft,
folded magnetic electrode.
Each red triangle indicates
a specific point of muscle
contraction of the flexor
carpi radialis of the
forearm.

platform. They are expected to be applicable to
the medical and healthcare fields, since they
cannot only measure the electrical signals of
the body, but also analyze various forms of
bio-signals, such as body temperature change,
skin change, and in-body ion concentration
change.
Professor Kyung-In Jang from DGIST’s
Department of Robotics Engineering said, “We
have secured the source technology that can
diagnose the state of human health anytime
and anywhere by combining bio-electrode
technology with IoT platforms and utilizing
advanced high-tech composite materials. We
will carry out subsequent research to make it
applicable for diseases that require ongoing
medical diagnoses, such as diabetes, insomnia,
and epilepsy, and to make it available to people
in medically vulnerable areas, such as remote
mountainous and rural areas.”
These research findings were published on
October 25, 2016 as an internal cover paper in
Advanced Functional Materials, an international academic journal in the field of materials
engineering.
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